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Renewable energy has become a viable alternative to fossil fuel due to its en-
vironmental benefits, sustainability, and potential social welfare. Bioethanol,
as one of the dominant renewable energy sources, have become a short and
medium term solution to reduce our dependency on fossil fuel. A biorefinery is
a process that embraces a wide range of technology to convert biomass to value
added products such as ethanol, hydrogen, and industrial chemicals. Based on
the source of feedstock, biorefineries has evolved through three main phases.
The first generation of bioethanol is produced from corn and has been the main
source of ethanol in US. Several second generation bioethanol plants have been
established at pilot scale using feedstocks such as switchgrasses, woody crops
and agriculture residues. A third generation of biorefinery producing bioprod-
ucts from algae is believed to have potential, but continues to face challenges in
commercial feasibility.
There is a growing consensus that carbon emission, if left unchecked, will
lead to major changes in the climate system. As a result, governments are under
growing pressure to enact legislation to curb the amount of carbon emissions,
and energy producers worldwide are obliged to adjust their production policy
in response to the change of carbon emission policy.
A challenge associated with both corn and ethanol, is the existing drastic
price fluctuations on the commodity markets. For a biorefinery that consumes
corn and produces ethanol, if fully exposed to this price variation, could suffer
from great financial loss resulting from the sudden price changes. Therefore,
managing financial risk becomes an essential task for a biorefinery. Financial
derivatives, such as forwards, futures, swap and options are commonly used
tools in financial risk management, which help to transfer the price uncertainty
to the counterparty based on mutual financial agreement.
Motivated by the complications of environmental policy and financial un-
certainty, the goal of this work is the development of a systematic optimization
framework to help manage the financial risk for both first generation and second
generation biorefineries. The solution will maximize economic viability of the
process under a specified risk level and with specified carbon tax constraints.
Considering different time horizons and derivative types, the framework con-
sists of a price model, a process model, and a hedging model, which interact to
generate the optimal operational and hedging strategies. The approach will be
demonstrated with results from case studies and is also validated from back-
testing with historical price data.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Renewable energy production has increased significantly during the recent
decades. Gelman [13] indicates that the installed global renewable electricity
capacity nearly doubled between 2000 and 2011. In the United States, renew-
able energy accounted for 11.7% of the energy production in 2011, and more
than half of this is provided by biofuels. The reason for biofuel’s popularity is
twofold: first, it is compatible with the supply chain of the crude-based fuels,
and second, current automobiles can use a blend of bio- and crude-based fuels
with few changes in their design.
The production of biofuels and bioproducts is based on a process encom-
passing a wide range of technologies to separate biomass into their building
blocks, such as carbohydrates and proteins (further details in 1.1). These build-
ing blocks can then be converted to a fuel product like ethanol, butanol, and
other industrial chemicals. The evolution of the production process has gone
through three generations. The first generation of biofuel produces ethanol
from corn and sugarcane, and has been the primary source of ethanol produc-
tion in the US. However, there are several ethical problems related to the use of
food crops as the raw material as well as the competition for the land use de-
voted to producing these food crops. In an effort to mitigate these concerns, the
second and the third generation biorefineries have been developed to produce
bioethanol from lignocellulosics such as grasses, woody crops, and agriculture
residues, and algae respectively. While the second and third generations are
believed to have potential, they currently face challenges in financial sustain-
ability. To date, the crash of KiOR [17] as well as the bankruptcy of VeraSun
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Energy [41] are among the most recent examples of failure that are shedding
doubt on the financial viability of these more advanced biofuel processes.
To cope with the aforementioned economic feasibility issues, process system
engineering emerges as one promising method that investigates the integration
and use of various technologies to maximize the process profit. In the recent
decades, two types of the methods have been specifically considered:
1. Process synthesis: for a specific type of process, choosing the optimal tech-
nology among several alternatives so that the whole process attains the
optimal objectives, which ranges from economic, environmental, to social
benefit.
2. Strategy formulation: for a given process with fixed operating units, ex-
ploring the methodology of financial risk management, which includes
effective production scheduling, product price determination, and using
financial derivatives.
While process synthesis is especially effective in determining the optimal
units for a specific process, for a fixed process with given operating units, strat-
egy formulation aims at formulating operational and risk management strate-
gies to maximize the process profit.
Since the goal for this work is to propose operational and risk management
strategies for a second generation biochemical biorefinery with predetermined
operating units, an algorithmic framework is developed to output the optimal
production and hedging decisions under a combination of process, financial,
and environmental constraints. To further validate the proposed methodology
framework, the method is back tested on a first generation biorefinery with the
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historical price data. It is the hope that this work can provide a system of con-
crete and feasible solutions for both the first and second generation biorefinery
operators to manage their price risk and maximize the facility’s profit.
The rest of this chapter presents some literature survey on both the process
synthesis and strategy formulation. Finally, the organization of the rest of the
dissertation is presented at the end of the section.
1.1 Process Synthesis
Process synthesis is defined as choosing a combination of operating units
among several alternatives to maximize a specific objective. A typical second-
generation bioethanol production process includes: pretreatment, conversion
and purification. There are several candidate technologies available to fulfill
each step [37]. Major pretreatment methods include physical pretreatment like
grinding, milling or chipping, physicochemical pretreatment like steam explo-
sion, ammonia fiber explosion (AFEX), chemical pretreatment and biological
pretreatment [36]. Via pretreatment, the physical structure of the feedstock has
been decomposed, which liberates hemicellulose and cellulose from the ma-
trix of the feedstock. The exposed hemicellulose and cellulose then proceeds
through the conversion step. In the conversion stage, there are three types of
methods, namely hydrolysis and fermentation, gasification, and pyrolysis.
Enzymatic hydrolysis of the hemicellulose and cellulose takes place in
stirred tank reactors during which hemicellulose and cellulose are broken into
fermentable sugars [48, 25, 65, 23, 61]. Next, the sugars, mainly glucose and xy-
lose, are fermented into ethanol. A number of different products are obtained
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together with ethanol, such as acid products from the metabolic paths of the
microorganisms [48, 65, 61].
As for gasification [35], the first step includes two alternatives, indirect
low pressure gasification with steam and direct high pressure gasification with
steam and oxygen. The second step comprises technologies to remove solids
and other compounds, such as hydrocarbons, ammonia, carbon dioxide, and
hydrogen sulfide, to achieve the desired gas composition. Finally, two conver-
sion alternatives are considered. The first option is the fermentation path where
the syngas is fermented to ethanol in a stirred tank reactor. The second path is
the high alcohols synthesis production [47]. In this path, the syngas is converted
to the alcohol mixture across a fixed bed catalyst. After alcohol synthesis, the
liquid alcohols are sent to the separation and purification units while the resid-
ual gas stream is recycled back to the reactor.
Pyrolysis is the thermal degradation of biomass by heat in the absence of
oxygen, which results in the production of charcoal (solid), bio-oil (liquid), and
gaseous fuel products. Depending on the operating conditions, the pyrolysis
can be divided into three subclasses: (a) conventional pyrolysis, (b) fast pyroly-
sis, and (c) flash pyrolysis [64]. In this study, the biorefinery using the enzymatic
hydrolysis path is considered as it requires only few changes to the process de-
sign of first generation biorefinery and is the most common second generation
process configuration in the US.
In addition to the process specifics, it is likely that biorefinery processes,
along with most industrial production facilities, will deal with new policy re-
sulting from climate-change mitigation efforts. With a growing consensus that
carbon emission, if left unchecked, will lead to major changes in the climate
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system, governments are under growing pressure to enact legislation to curb
carbon emissions [4]. The primary forms of carbon regulation include carbon
taxes, a strict emission cap, cap and offset, as well as cap and trade. Entities
such as European Union, United States, Australia, and New Zealand are or pre-
viously collected carbon taxes whereas other countries like China and Japan
are moving in this direction. Biorefineries worldwide will need to adjust their
production decisions in response to any changes in carbon emission policy. In
any work considering the viability of a biofuel product, possible policy impacts
should also be included. In the following paragraphs, papers addressing the
process synthesis and environmental policy are summarized.
Zondervan et al. [66] have established a biorefinery optimization model for
a multi-product system. They consider a production network of 72 process-
ing steps that can be used to process two different feedstocks and produce four
types of products. Martin et al. [35, 36, 37] have formulated energy-optimized
biorefinery conceptual models via hydrolysis and gasification of switchgrass.
They postulate a superstructure that contains multiple candidate technologies
in each conversion step, and formulate a mixed integer nonlinear program to
solve for the optimal configuration after considering both heat and water inte-
gration. Ponce-Ortega et al. [49] have proposed a disjunctive programming ap-
proach to identify the optimal biorefinery configuration for a given criterion (for
example the economic, environmental, or safety, etc). The proposed approach
enables the user to solve a difficult problem through a set of easy subproblems.
Ng et al. [58] have adapted a fuzzy mathematical programming approach to
synthesize a sustainable integrated biorefinery that fulfills both economical and
environmental considerations. Romagnoli et al. [20] developed a strategic and
operational decision framework by exploiting the advantages of process sim-
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ulation and hybrid optimization. Furthermore, they also fully explore the in-
herent nonlinearity in the conversion mechanisms of a integrated biorefinery
by incorporating the kinetics of complex biological reactions in the process sim-
ulation. Floudas et al. [2] proposes the optimal configuration for a hardwood
biomass to liquid transportation fuels process. The optimality of the solution
is achieved through the use of piecewise linear underestimation of nonlinear
terms and a rigorous global optimization branch-and-bound strategy. In this
thesis, the nonlinear constraints are treated using the same fashion as Floudas
et al. [2].
Motivated by the potential of reduced greenhouse gas emission from lig-
nocellulosic biorefinery facility, early studies have focused on the evaluation
of life cycle greenhouse gas emissions of a given facility. For example, Seabra
et al. [42] conduct a life cycle analysis on a renewable jet fuel facility in Brazil
with a consequential approach. They conclude that the major contributions to
emission are feedstock production and land use change (LUC) impact. Studies
such as Mullins et al. [43] also consider the uncertainty in the life-cycle analysis
model. Monte Carlo simulation is applied to estimate the life cycle emission
distribution of corn ethanol. They conclude the potential GHG emissions re-
duction from biofuel is hard to forecast given the high degree of uncertainty in
the model. They further conclude that incorporating uncertainty into decision
making process enables the illumination of risk of policy failure. Later stud-
ies also include financial analysis into environmental assessment. For instance,
Pereira et al. [46] have formulated both deterministic and stochastic models to
determine the financial viability of producing n-butanol through two differ-
ent pathways. The results illustrate a promising revenue per tonne of sugar-
cane, but a discouraging internal rate of return. Moreover, Monte Carlo simula-
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tion conducted in the stochastic model shows high risk in producing n-butanol
from ethanol catalysis. Pereira et al. [45] also compare the economical viabil-
ity of two competing process, the acetone-butanol-ethanol (ABE) fermentation
and ethanol catalysis. The results show the acetone-butanol-ethanol (ABE) fer-
mentation has stronger financial performance, and n-butanol demonstrates over
50% emission reduction.
1.2 Strategy Formulation
In addition to process synthesis, strategy formulation is the other promising
method to enhance the process profitability. Instead of assuming a fixed feed-
stock/product price, this method aims at finding the optimal operation and
hedging strategies for an energy facility under price variations. Specifically,
while the second generation biorefinery faces the price uncertainty from ethanol
side, the first generation biorefinery encounters price risk from both corn and
ethanol. An ethanol producer, if fully exposed to price variation, could suffer
significant financial loss during drastic price fluctuations. Hence, the strategy
to manage operator’s risk can be categorized into two groups.
1. Flexible Production Schedule: operators determine their production level
and selling quantity according to the price movement.
2. Hedging with Financial Derivatives: using financial derivatives to lock in
the purchasing/selling price for corn/ethanol.
While the early studies have been mostly focused on analyzing the financial
feasibility of operating a biorefinery, recent research has explored the topic of
7
strategy formulation.
On the financial feasibility side, earlier researchers have focused on find-
ing the ethanol threshold prices of entering and exiting the business for a corn
biorefinery under policy and supply-side price uncertainty [54, 53, 30, 38, 39, 34].
Schmit et al. [54] have determined the ethanol gross margin for different scales
of corn ethanol plants under increasing price volatility. They further conclude
that the ethanol margin variability delays the new plant investment and exiting
of operating plants. In their later study [53], the recent US renewable energy
policy change is investigated and its impact on the development of corn biore-
finery is quantitatively measured. This line of inquiry concludes that the exis-
tence of this policy has ensured the survival of the plants, and has narrowed the
distance between optimal entry and exit curves. The work of Kirby et al. [30]
uses Monte Carlo methods to assess the value of a corn ethanol facility under
a real options framework, showing that even a modest increase in correlation
between gasoline and corn prices significantly devalues the plant. Based on the
Kirby et al. [30] work, Maxwell et al. [38] determine the managerial decision for
a corn biorefinery to switch between operating and suspending the plant. The
authors also demonstrate that increasing correlation between corn and ethanol
prices is detrimental to the biorefineries, and without government subsidy, the
plant is still profitable but embraces larger risk. Maxwell et al. [39] develop a
quantitative framework to model and interpret regulatory changes during the
life of a corn biorefinery, and concludes that the policy uncertainty may impact
the plant’s profitability either way depending on the subsidy level. And since
the operator is risk averse, it is always optimal to switch off the plant before
the policy changes. Finally, Li et al. [34] evaluates whether it is a good time
to invest in cellulosic biorefinery in Iowa, and conclude that it is profitable yet
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non-optimal to invest in pyrolysis-based biorefinery and the gain from waiting
exceeds the costs of delaying the investment project.
On the strategy formulation side, in the pioneering work by Barbaro et al. [3],
a two-stage programming methodology has been proposed and different risk
measures such as downside risk, value-at-risk (VaR) and conditional value-at-
risk (cVaR) are suggested. In their later study [50], the above framework is ap-
plied to a commercial petroleum refinery, Bangchack Petroleum Public Com-
pany Limited, to determine the crude oil purchase and production level under
demand uncertainty. Results have shown the stochastic model outperforms the
deterministic model in terms of expected profit and risk level. In some later
studies, financial tools such as forward contracts and futures are incorporated to
hedge the risk. For example, Park et al. [44] consider the financial risk manage-
ment of a refinery via diversifying suppliers and futures contracts. Yun et al. [63]
implement futures contracts to hedge against the fluctuating price pattern for
raw materials, and create a model for multi-product biorefinery to enhance the
process profitability. Recently, researchers also develop other methodologies to
address the challenge in price risk. For example, Calfa et al. [7] develop an
optimization framework to address both contract selection and price optimiza-
tion with different price models. A deterministic optimization is implemented
first, and then a stochastic model considers demand and raw material price un-
certainty. In their later study of the optimal procurement process in an oil re-
finery [29], financial derivatives and production flexibility strategies have been
introduced in a one stage stochastic programming framework. Cheali et al. [9]
explore the effect of market price uncertainty on the design of optimal biore-
finery configuration through a computer-aided decision support tool. Geraili et
al. [21] add a downside risk measure to their previous decision framework [20]
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to control the price uncertainty, which leads to a multiobjective optimization.
While the previous work discussed here have all contributed to the discus-
sion of improved financial viability for the biorefinery, none considers the im-
pact of environmental constraints on the operational and hedging decisions.
Moreover, among the few studies modeling the use of financial derivatives and
characterizing the price uncertainties, the models are oversimplified, thus fail to
reflect the reality. To this end, the work presented herein seeks to address these
issues through improved modeling of environmental constraints, as well as
more detailed representation of financial derivatives for risk management. This
dissertation considers three distinct scenarios, each in a stand-alone manuscript.
First, a sequential stochastic programming model is created to determine the
short-term production commitment and hedging decisions. The environmen-
tal constraints are considered by imposing tiered carbon tax constraints [11].
Second, long term production and hedging decisions have been formulated for
under heavy carbon constraints. The long-term ethanol spot price uncertainty is
modeled with a more sophisticated time series model [12]. The third and final
study developed addresses similar questions, but is applied to the case study
of a first-generation biorefinery, and backtested to approximate the lost revenue
that the industry practitioners incur with the current operation practice.
1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
The dissertation is structured as follows:
Chapter 2: In this chapter, a model framework to determine the short-term
production and hedging strategy is developed using two-phase stochastic pro-
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gramming. The model takes into account the existence of carbon tax and ex-
plores the tradeoff between risk preference level and hedging decisions. Storage
capability is also considered as an extra layer of profit protection. The material
in this chapter appears as published in [11].
Chapter 3: A model framework to determine the long-term production and
hedging strategy is developed. The development of the long-term strategy re-
quires considerations of factors that were not required for the initial short-term
implementation. Specifically, more advanced financial instruments are applied,
with swap contracts providing more flexible hedging options. In addition, the
longer-term models require a more refined time series model, which is provided
by a two-factor time series model [55] that is better suited to this decision hori-
zon. The factors that influence the production schedule are fully explored. The
work of Chapter 3 also appears in the literature in [12].
Chapter 4: As the first generation biorefinery is still the dominant process
producing bioethanol, the model framework proposed in Chapter 3 is applied
to a case study of a first-generation biorefinery to validate the feasibility of pro-
posed methodology. To fully consider the intricacy of the reality, both feedstock
and product price uncertainties are considered by developing a bivariate time
series model. The operating and hedging decisions obtained from the model
framework are backtested using historic price data from 2010 to 2016. Finally,
the resulting realized profits are compared with the “fixed” profits, which are
derived from the current industry practice.
Chapter 5: The conclusions from all the previous three studies are summa-
rized.
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CHAPTER 2
SHORT-TERM PLANNING AND HEDGING FOR A LIGNOCELLULOSIC
BIOREFINERY UNDER CARBON CONSTRAINTS AND PRICE
DOWNSIDE RISK
This chapter proposes the use of forward contracts to mitigate risk. More-
over, it also considers the impact of carbon tax constraints and price uncer-
tainty. Specifically, a stochastic optimization approach is implemented to de-
velop strategies, which increases the net present value (NPV) of a production
facility through determination of an optimal production schedule, as well as the
creation of a portfolio of forward contracts to reduce product price risk. Results
of numerical case studies show that if the policymaker is risk averse, production
is higher in the early planning period rather than the later period. This chapter
also investigates the ability to maintain inventory in order to create additional
financial benefit1.
2.1 Introduction
Production of fuel from biomass feedstock faces uncertainty in technology, lo-
gistics and market development, thus creating challenges for the industry in-
vestor [60]. Non-food feedstocks such as corn stover and perennial grasses
have the most potential to be adopted in the future generation of biofuel facili-
ties. In order to develop a viable biofuels industry, it is necessary to overcome
challenges in process technology, and to determine optimal platform design.
In addition, the financial viability of the process are sufficiently unstable that
1 c©2016 Elsevier. With permission from my co-author: C. Lindsay Anderson. “Financial sus-
tainability for a lignocellulosic biorefinery under carbon constraints and price downside risk.”
Applied Energy, 177:98–107, 2016.
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investment in the industry will require succinct understanding of market dy-
namics, and careful management of financial risks. Financial derivatives, such
as forward and swap contracts are widely used in the energy industry to hedge
against the price downside risk [18]. Moreover, the price of biofuel based energy
products does not take into account the cost of greenhouse gas emissions result-
ing from their production [62]. National governments can play a role in accom-
plishing a deduction of greenhouse gas emission by imposing carbon emission
tax [59], thereby increasing the production cost of a biorefinery. According to
Boldrin et al. [6], although a biorefinery is generally recognized as a tax credit
earning facility thanks to its greenhouse gas emission reduction, this is not uni-
versally true due to the choice of calculation criteria. As a result, it is necessary
to consider the production schedule under stringent carbon tax policy.
The main purpose of this study is to determine an optimal production
schedule and ethanol forward contract strategy for a biochemical lignocellu-
losic biorefinery, in order to maximize its net present value under an acceptable
level of risk. Throughout this study, the process model developed in Humbird
et al. [28] is used. In addition, the forward contracts are assumed to be readily
available between the biorefinery and its counter-party. The forward contracts’
strike prices are determined empirically through historical spot price average.
The contract pricing problem is not addressed in this paper, but is discussed in
the future work.
As a summary, the current study contributes to the state of the art by consid-
ering the following aspects:
• This study considers the impact of environmental constraints on the fi-
nancial sustainability of the modeled biorefinery. The proposed model in-
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cludes a tiered carbon tax constraint, determining the optimal production
commitment over the planning horizon.
• This study bridges the gap between sophisticated process design and sim-
plified market financial risk management by striving for a balance. On the
process design side, we model a lignocellulosic biorefinery from Humbird
et al. [28] and obtain the optimal production commitment. On the risk
management side, both endogenous (production scheduling) and exoge-
nous methods (building a forward contract portfolio) have been consid-
ered. Moreover, the proposed exogenous risk management methods are
highly related to the lignocellulosic biorefinery industry due to its primary
focus on product side risk.
• To our knowledge, none of the reviewed literature considers the impact of
inventory cost on facility’s profit. The unit inventory cost is investigated
in this work and the threshold value, after which the inventory policy be-
comes unfavorable, is assessed.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 includes the description of
the process parameters and assumptions, the formulation of the optimization
model, and the solution procedure. The results are discussed in Section 2.3.
Finally, in Section 2.4 the conclusions are drawn.
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Nomenclature
Sets
i chemical components
j operating unit
r unit carbon tax price regions
l ethanol spot price scenario index
q month index
Parameters
Mi molecular weight of chemical component i
Φi composition of chemical component i in feedstock
Tj required tempeature in operating unit j
Cpi heat capacity of chemical component i
Pricei price of chemical component i
Hi enthalpy of chemical component i
Purindexj purchasing cost index for operating unit j
aj installing cost multiplier for operating unit j
bj base price for operating unit j
ratior upper bound ratio of greenhouse gas emission for Region r
unitr unit carbon tax price for Region r
FOCr process fixed operating cost corresponding to Region r
fs lower bound of the feedstock’s hourly availability
cap production capacity of the process
Boil boiler efficiency
Turbo Turbo generator efficiency
η electricity surplus ratio
Tax tax rate
IRR internal return rate
Time process lifetime
K user defined lower bound for NPV
Fq Forward contract price for month q
Pl,q ethanol spot price for month q and scenario l
Pethanol ethanol historical mean spot price
cost unit inventory cost
S lower bound for ethanol spot price of the future month
S upper bound for ethanol spot price of the future month
Variables
First stage variables
Binary variables
yr indicator variable, carbon emissions in region r
Continuous variables
Mass balance variables:
fi,j flow of chemical component i to operating unit j
totalC total amount of organic compound discharged to water
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Nomenclature Cont’d
biogas total amount of biogas generated for electricity generation
genCH4 total amount of CH4 generated
genCO2 total amount of CO2 generated
genNOx total amount of NOx generated
fs feedstock used
prod the amount of ethanol produced
GHG total amount of Greenhouse gas produced
Energy balance variables:
Qhj energy needed to heat the operating unit j
Qcj energy produced from operating unit j
Qfc energy produced from cooling the final product
Utility variables:
HP High pressure steam required for heating
LP Low pressure steam required for heating
CW Cold water required for cooling
electricity total amount of electricity generated
steam total steam generated
Cost variables:
sales revenue earned from ethanol and surplus electricity
V OC variable operating cost
FCC fixed capital cost
WC working capital
IC equipment installing cost
PC equipment purchasing cost
TDC total direct capital
TIC total indirect capital
NI annual netincome for the plant
NPV net present value
Second stage variables
Continuous Variables
xq Production level for month q
wq the amount of ethanol sold in forward market for month q
cq the amount of ethanol sold in spot market for month q
Iq inventory levels for month q
carbon taxl,q carbon tax collected for month q and scenario l
revenuel quarterly revenue for scenario l
NIl quarterly netincome for scenario l
NPVl net present value for each scenario
α value at risk
zl an auxilliary variable defined in cVaR constraint
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2.2 Methodology
2.2.1 Case Study and Assumptions
A biochemical conversion process typically consists of feedstock storage and
handling, dilute acid pretreatment, saccarification and fermentation, product,
water, and solid recovery. A schematic process diagram is shown in Figure 2.1.
The biorefinery facility considered has an operating capacity of processing 84
tons of feedstock hourly and producing 20 tons of ethanol hourly. The process
yield assumption are summarized in Table 2.1, based on studies of Humbird et
al. [28].
handling Feedstock Dilute	acidpretreatment
Steam	&	acidRawfeedstock hydrolysate Enzymatichydrolysis	andfermentation
cellulase
vent beer
Distillation	anddehydrationSolid	separationSteam vent
Product
Waste	watertreatment
Turbogenerator
Anaerobicbiogas steamelectricity
Lignin
StillageEvaporation
Recycle	water condensate
Feedstock
Boiler
Flash
Figure 2.1: Process Flow for Biochemical Conversion to Ethanol
In line with the assumption in Humbird et al. [28], our research also assumes
the greenhouse gas will be directly emitted and the energy collected from var-
ious operating units will heat process water to low pressure and high pressure
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Table 2.1: Conversion rate for each operating unit, based on [28]
Pretreatment
9.9% cellulose→ glucose
90% hemicellulose→ xylose
Hydrolysis 91.2% cellulose→ glucose
Fermentation
90% organic products remain
90% remaining glucose→ ethanol
80% remaining xylose→ ethanol
Waste water treatment 86% organic waste→ biogas
Separation 85% anhydrous ethanol is obtained and the rest is recycled
steam for electricity generation.
In addition to the usual material, energy, capacity and financial constraints,
this paper also assumes the existence of carbon tax. Specifically, the carbon
tax policy is inspired by Chen et al. [10] which explores the impact of various
carbon tax levels on production and profit scales at a bioprocessing facility. In
this work a multi-echelon model is proposed, modeled on Benjaafar et al. [4]
wherein the total carbon tax increases in a piecewise linear fashion as a function
of the emission level, although other convex carbon tax policies are possible.
This type of policy is illustrated in Figure 2.2
Note that the carbon tax region is defined by the ratio of the per unit carbon
emissions and the total capacity of the process, as described in equation 2.1.
ratior =
GHG
Cap
(2.1)
Given the process model and carbon tax policy summarized in Section 2.2.1,
this paper considers the optimal production commitment for a quarter. Once
the production commitment is determined, the operator faces the problem of
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Figure 2.2: A demonstration plot of unit carbon tax
making scheduling decisions for each month within the longer planning hori-
zon, and encounters product price downside risk. To hedge the price downside
risks, a portfolio of forward contracts is built. When modeling the above deci-
sion timeline, a stochastic program with two sequential phases can be formu-
lated, in which longer term planning commitments (prod) are made in the first
phase, and a refinement of these decisions through determination of production
scheduling (xq) and forward contract portfolio (wq) are established in the second
phase.
These two phases are further elaborated in Section 2.2.2 and Section 2.2.3
respectively.
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2.2.2 Phase 1: Process Design and Production Planning
As previously described, the goal of the first stage model is the overall opti-
mization of the form in Equation 2.2:
max
x
NPV
subject to
f(x) = b (2.2)
g(x) ≤ 0
x ≥ 0
where the constraints for mass, energy, capacity, feedstock availability, emis-
sions, utility and costs are given in (2.3)-(2.29). The process constraints include
the mass and energy balances across all units, as well as feedstock requirements,
and capacity limitations. Mass and energy balance constraints are given in (2.3)-
(2.7), in which fi,j represents the mass flow of chemical component i in operat-
ing unit j, and Qhj , Qcj represent the heat generated/absorbed in the operating
unit j. Equation 2.3-2.5 represent the material conservation for inert compo-
nents, reactants and products respectively.
fi,j =fi,j+1 ∀i ∈ inert (2.3)
fi,j =fi,j+1(1− conv rate) ∀i ∈ reactants (2.4)
fi,j =fi,j+1 · conv rate ∀i ∈ products (2.5)
Qhj =Σifi,jCpi(Tj − Tj−1) (2.6)
Qcj =Σifi,jCpi(Tj+1 − Tj) (2.7)
The capacity and feedstock constraints are given in equations (2.8) and (2.9),
in which fs should not exceed the upper bound of feedstock and the production
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should not drop below the lower bound:
fs ≥ fs (2.8)
prod ≤ cap (2.9)
Combustible organic byproducts separated from the process are fed to the
combustor, boiler and turbogenerator system to produce steam and electricity.
This allows the plant to minimize energy costs, as well as providing additional
revenues through generation of surplus electricity to grid. Both high pressure
and low pressure steam are produced during the process to fulfill heating re-
quirement of other operating units. Moreover, cooling water is needed to con-
dense the remaining steam and cool down the outlet streams in some operat-
ing units. Utility constraints are summarized below in equations (2.10)-(2.14).
Specifically, Equation 2.10 calculates the amount of high pressure steam (HP )
required to heat the dilute acid pretreatment and distillation step. Equation 2.11
represents the amount of low pressure steam (LP ) consumed to heat the boiler.
Equation 2.12 illustrates the cold water (CW ) needed for outlet steam conden-
sation, required for many of the operating units in this process. Equation 2.13
shows the amount of the steam (steam) generated from the boiler equals to the
total heat released from burning organic waste (mainly methane and lignin) di-
vided by the specific enthalpy change of water. Finally, Equation 2.14 calculates
the total watts of electricity (electricity) which comes from converting the heat
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of surplus steam in turbogenerator.
HP =
∑
j=1,4Qhj
∆hhigh
(2.10)
LP =
∑
j=5Qhj
∆hlow
(2.11)
CW =
∑
j=1,3,4,5,6Qcj +Qfc
Cpi=H2O(100− Tamb) + ∆hwater
(2.12)
steam =
Boil · (genCH4 ·Hi=CH4 + fi=lignin,j=3 ·Hi=lignin)
∆h
+
Boil · (fi=cellu,j=3 ·Hi=cellu + fi=hcellu,j=3 ·Hi=hcellu)
∆h
(2.13)
electricity = ∆Hspecific · (steam−HP − LP ) · Turbo (2.14)
Two sources contribute to the greenhouse gas emissions of the process,
first fermentation (fi=CO2,j=3) and afterwards within the waste water treatment,
where anaerobic digestion of the organic waste (genCO2) occurs.
GHG = genCO2 + fi=CO2,j=3 (2.15)
To address environmental concerns, a stepwise unit carbon tax policy is
used, as described in Section 2.2.1. Therefore, a set of binary variables (yr) is
introduced to represent the carbon tax operating region decision. The upper
bound for each region (ratior, see Equation (2.1)) is defined as the ratio of the
greenhouse gas emission level to the total plant production capacity. Equation
2.16 represents the exclusive choice of a certain emission region the biorefin-
ery operates on. Equation 2.17 calculates the total amount of greenhouse gas
emission (GHG) based on the greenhouse gas emission region (GHGr) the fa-
cility operates on. Finally, Equation 2.18 regulates the upper and lower bound
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emission level at region r.
3∑
r=1
yr = 1 (2.16)
3∑
r=1
GHGryr = GHG (2.17)
cap · ratior−1 ≤ GHGr ≤ cap · ratior (2.18)
Corresponding to the stepwise unit carbon tax and capacity level, total car-
bon tax (carbon tax) and fixed operating cost (FOC) are calculated as piecewise
linear functions (see Equation 2.19 and Equation 2.20). As a result, whichever
region r is selected, the total carbon tax is the sum of the tax paid for all the
former regions and the surplus amount of the current region.
carbon tax =
r−1∑
i=1
cap · ratioi · uniti + (GHG− cap · ratior−1)unitryr (2.19)
FOCr is the base fixed operating cost for each capacity level, while variable
operating cost (V OC) is the summation of all the raw chemical components
used in the process.
FOC =
3∑
r=1
FOCryr (2.20)
V OC =
∑
i
Priceifi,j=1 ∀i ∈ raw chemicals (2.21)
Capital costs are defined below. Both purchasing capital (PC) and installing
capital (IC) are proportional to the material flow level in each operating unit
(Equation 2.22 and 2.23), and other capital costs, such as total direct cost (TDC)
total indirect cost (TIC) fixed capital cost (FCC) and working capital (WC) are
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a function of installation costs (IC) extracted from [28] as (2.24)-(2.27).
PC =
∑
j
Purindexj(
∑
i fi,j
bj
)0.7 (2.22)
IC =
∑
j
ajPurindexj(
∑
i fi,j
bj
)0.7 (2.23)
TDC = 0.175ISBL+ IC (2.24)
TIC = 0.6TDC (2.25)
FCC = TDC + TIC (2.26)
WC = 0.1FCC (2.27)
Finally, profit related variables include sales, net income and net present
value, among which maximizing net present value is the system objective. Sales
(sales) are the summation of revenue from selling ethanol and electricity. Net
income (NI) are defined as the sales net carbon tax, fixed operating cost and
variable operating cost. Finally, net present value (NPV ) is defined as the sum-
mation of the present value of net income after tax and depreciation subtract
fixed capital cost and working capital.
sales = Pethanol · prod+ Priceelectricity · η · electricity (2.28)
NI = sales− carbon tax− FOC − V OC (2.29)
max NPV =
time∑
l=1
NI(1− tax)
(1 + IRR)l
− FCC
−WC +
time∑
l=1
(FCC +WC) · tax
time · (1 + IRR)l (2.30)
The first phase process model calculates the quarterly production commit-
ment under carbon tax constraints, while the second phase financial risk man-
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agement model is presented in the next section, representing a refined decision
of production commitment.
2.2.3 Phase 2: Managing Financial Risk during operation
In the second phase, a stochastic program is formulated with the ethanol spot
price as the source of uncertainty. Sample average approximation (SAA) [57] is
applied to generate the deterministic equivalent of such a stochastic problem.
Despite some drawbacks, GBM is widely used in mathematical finance and fi-
nancial economics due to its simplicity and robustness for modeling financial
time series [38]. In order to ensure that the uncertainty is sufficiently charac-
terized, ten thousand ethanol spot price scenarios are generated from the GBM
model, which is estimated using Iowa ethanol spot price data from year 2006 to
2014 [1].
Production scheduling
We initially consider the problem of production scheduling of each month to
fulfill the commitment over the entire quarter. Therefore, the first constraint is
to fulfill the production commitment,
T∑
q=1
xq = prod (2.31)
while ensuring that the production level for each month should still satisfy
the box constraint.
0 ≤ xq ≤ cap (2.32)
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After fulfilling the production scheduling constraints, forward contracts deci-
sions are introduced to hedge the product price downside risk.
Forward contracts
In the financial industry, a forward contract is a non-standardized contract be-
tween two parties to buy or to sell an asset at a specified future time at a price
agreed upon today [27]. Forwards, like other derivative securities, can be used
to hedge risk. For this reason, ethanol produced each month (xq) is sold via a
combination of spot market (cq) and forward contracts (wq):
cq + wq = xq ∀q ∈ 1, ..., T (2.33)
Corresponding to the use of forward contracts, the revenue, net income and
net present value under each scenario l can be redefined as follows.
revenuel =
T∑
q=1
Fqwq + Pl,qcq (2.34)
where the Fq represents the forward price in each month, and Pl,q represents the
ethanol spot price in each month and scenario. The net income becomes
NIl = revenuel − V OC − FOC (2.35)
And NPV under each scenario follows by summing the net income minus capi-
tal cost plus depreciation for all the periods.
NPVl =
time∑
t=1
netincomel(1− tax)
(1 + IRR)t
− FCC
−WC +
time∑
t=1
(FCC +WC)tax
time(1 + IRR)t
(2.36)
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Metrics for Risk Management
In the area of production economics, risk is generally defined as the potential
loss due to the unexpected downfall of the product’s price. Correspondingly,
the risk preference is regarded as the maximum/minimum level of loss/profit
the operator is willing to take when facing the price uncertainty. In the stochas-
tic programming model, a single objective function of expected net present
value is optimized. The solutions obtained are optimal on average, but risk
preferences of the operators have not been considered. To explore the trade-off
between different risk preference levels and optimal expected net present val-
ues, cVaR proposed by Rockafellar et al. [51] is used as a risk metric.
Conditional value at risk (cVaR) can be regarded as the average of some per-
centage of the worst-case profit scenarios [52]. We choose cVaR as our risk met-
ric as it is a coherent risk measure and can be optimized as well as constrained
with convex programming methods. A given quantile β ∈ (0, 1) is considered
along with two variables, value at risk (α) and deviation (zl) between VaR and
scenario net present value. If the net present value is less than α, zl should be
enforced to zero. The above relations can be included via the following con-
straints.
zl < 0 (2.37)
−α + zl +NPVl < 0 (2.38)
α +
1
(1− β)L
L∑
l=1
zl > K (2.39)
With each of these components incorporated into the modeling framework,
the model is solved by the solution procedure described in Section 2.2.4.
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2.2.4 Solution Procedure
The overall model is comprised of first a mixed integer nonlinear program and
second a stochastic linear program. Solving two phases together can be both
computationally demanding and may not result in the global optimum due to
computational limitations. To overcome these difficulties, the following proce-
dure is proposed. The first phase mixed integer nonlinear program is solved
with constraints (2.3)-(2.29) and objective function (2.30). To further increase
the solution efficiency and ensure accuracy, the mixed integer nonlinear pro-
gram is decomposed to three separate nonlinear programs and solved sepa-
rately by a nonlinear optimization solver CONOPT. These three convex non-
linear programs represent the optimization of achievable net present value in
the corresponding carbon emission regions, and the decomposition removed
the dependence on binary variables. Once the emission region with optimal
objective value is selected, corresponding decision values such as production
commitment (prod), fixed operating cost (FOC), variable operating cost (V OC),
and fixed capital cost (FCC) are input to the second phase, in which sample av-
erage approximation (SAA) method is implemented to discretize the stochastic
program into the deterministic equivalent of linear program. The linear pro-
gram is solved with constraints (2.31)-(2.35),(2.37)-(2.39) and objective function
(2.36). This procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.3.
The computation studies were performed on a MacBook Pro Laptop with
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3720QM, 2.60GHz CPU, and 8GB RAM. The model was
coded in GAMS 24.1.1 and the first phase decomposed MINLP model was
solved with the solver CONOPT, while the second phase LP model with CPLEX
12.5.0.1.
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Figure 2.3: Solution procedure
2.3 Results
The goal of this approach is to develop recommendations for the production
commitment, production schedule and hedging portfolio that minimize expo-
sure to financial risk in the market. As previously described, the correlation
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between carbon policy and production commitment is examined through the
use of a tiered carbon tax function. Whereas the results of production schedule
and hedging levels are affected by risk preference levels, spot price dynamics,
forward price patterns and storage capacity. Three case studies have been per-
formed to demonstrate these relationships. In the first case, a simple forward
contract is applied with constant strike price throughout the planning horizon.
While in the second case, forward contracts whose strike price varies monthly
are considered. Finally, in the third case, storage capacity is added on top of
time-varying forward contracts. To ensure a fair comparison on optimal ex-
pected NPV, risk preference levels are maintained within the three cases.
The first phase solution determines overall production commitment,
byproduct credits and associated costs in Section 2.3.1. While the second
phase decision determines the specific production schedule and hedging pol-
icy through three case studies in Section 2.3.2.
2.3.1 Production Commitment: The Influence of Carbon Tax
The first phase optimization model determines the most economically viable
operating commitment for the simulated bioprocess facility, constrained by
the overall production capacity, the greenhouse gas emissions, and production
costs. Of primary importance is the determination of the impact of carbon pol-
icy on production commitments.
As shown in Figure 2.4 the economically efficient operating point is deter-
mined by the prices levels derived from the carbon tax policy. Once the oper-
ating regime is determined, it is always optimal to produce at the upper bound
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Figure 2.4: Production commitment against Region 3 unit carbon tax
shows higher carbon taxes lead to lower production commit-
ment
Production commitment Costs
Production Level 16.76 ton/h
Electricity 0.6592 GJ/(ton ethanol)
VOC 3449 $/h
FOC 869.1 $/h
Table 2.2: Plant decision variables for simulated biorefinery
of the region. In addition, a high unit carbon tax (≥ 290$/ton) in Region 3 is
prohibitive to full capacity production, driving a shift in operating levels from
full capacity to some lower capacity level. Once the operating point is deter-
mined, the question of production scheduling and financial risk management
can be addressed by the second phase optimization model. In order to exam-
ine the above two problems, we choose the unit carbon tax structure of 20$/ton
and 290$/ton for regions 2 and 3, respectively, and the corresponding decision
variables obtained from the first phase optimization are summarized in Table
2.2.
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Figure 2.5: NPV distribution for case 1 cVaR ≥ 0
2.3.2 Refined Production Schedule and Hedging Strategy
In the second phase, the operator will determine the optimal schedule and select
a portfolio of forward contracts to manage the price risk for the ethanol product,
based on ten thousand scenarios to represent the price uncertainty in the ethanol
market.
First Case: Fixed Forward Prices
In the first case, we consider the most common approach wherein the highly
risk-averse operator will seek to manage production and hedging decisions to
avoid losses. This behavior is formulated by setting the cVaR lower bound (K)
to zero, which ensures that only the lower 5% tail of the NPV distribution is
below zero. The results of the first case analysis are summarized in Figure 2.5
and in Table 2.3.
As shown in Table 2.3, a risk-averse producer will operate at full capacity in
the first two months and sell most of the product in the forward market. It is
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First Month Second Month Third Month
production/ ton/h 13256.6 13256.6 9684.2
portion sold in forward contract market 0.336 0.336 0.218
portion sold in spot market 0 0 0.049
Table 2.3: Production and financial strategy for the case 1 (cVaR ≥ 0)
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Figure 2.6: NPV distribution for different cVaR threshold, shows decreas-
ing volatility with increasing cVaR constraints
also possible to reduce the risk of operations via manipulation of the cVaR lower
bound (K), thereby reducing the variance of the NPV distribution as in Figure
2.6.
The model reduces the financial risk by increasing the portion of the product
that is sold by the forward contract. This strategy reduces variability in product
value and therefore, access to both downside and upside prices are limited. As
a result, overall expected NPV decreases. This trade-off is illustrated in Table
2.4, which shows the expected NPV associated with various risk levels.
The results presented in the first case assume that forward prices are constant
throughout the planning horizon of the facility. It is worthwhile to relax this
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K/MM$ E[NPV]/MM$
-50 17.802
0 12.319
10 11.9569
Table 2.4: Different cVaR threshold versus objective values. Note that increasing K indi-
cates higher risk aversion, and lower NPV
assumption and consider the impact of time-varying contract prices.
Second Case: Time Varying Contract Prices
In this context, three different contract price patterns are discussed, with the
cVaR lower bound (K) set to zero to replicate the risk-averse decision maker.
(a) F1 < F2 < F3 (increasing)
(b) F1 > F2 > F3 (decreasing)
(c) F1 > F2 < F3 (valley)
Using these contract price patterns, the production schedules, and the hedging
strategy are summarized in Figures 2.7, 2.8.
Examination of Figures 2.7 through 2.8 shows that the risk-averse decision
maker allocates production corresponding to the forward price pattern. Produc-
tion and sales are specifically maximized during the periods of highest forward
prices. This allows the decision maker to simultaneously reduce risk with for-
ward contracts, while maximizing the expected NPV of the facility.
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Figure 2.7: Production level in each month for different price pattern
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Figure 2.8: Portion of ethanol sold in forward market in each month for
different price pattern
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Third Case: Allowing Inventory
Another strategy for managing financial risk is the use of storage to provide
flexibility to the decision maker. In the initial analysis, cost of inventory is ne-
glected. Inventory existing at the end of the planning horizon is assumed to be
sold on the spot market in the subsequent month, to minimize artificial bound-
ary effects. Risk preference level is maintained (K=0) and the forward contract
strike prices are time varying, following the increasing pattern as previously
described.
Therefore, Equations (2.33),(2.35) are adapted to (2.40)-(2.43) to incorporate
inventory.
cq + wq + Iq = xq + Iq−1 ∀q ∈ 1, ..., T (2.40)
I0 = 0 (2.41)
NIl = revenuel + S0 · IT − V OC − FOC −
T∑
q=1
Iq · cost (2.42)
S0 ∼ U(S, S) (2.43)
Figure 2.9 compares monthly production schedule with and without inven-
tory. The production schedule decisions under time varying forward contract
price, with an increasing pattern, is used here. The reverse trend of production
trend shows the ability to store enables high production at low forward price pe-
riod. To consider the impact of risk preferences on storage behavior, Figure 2.10
demonstrates the relative portion of spot market sales (blue), forward market
sales (yellow), and inventory in the final period (green), with respect to decreas-
ing risk tolerance levels. As risk tolerance decreases, uncertainty is reduced by
increasing sales via forward contract. Finally, the NPV distributions derived
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Figure 2.9: Monthly production level with and without inventory, shows
access to storage allows for high production level at low for-
ward price month
from the three cases are compared at the same risk preference level (K=0) as
shown in Figure 2.11. The increasing instances in upper tail of the NPV distri-
bution for Case 3 shows that inventory increases the likelihood of higher NPV,
whereas fixed forward prices (Case 1) provide more NPV certainty with lower
overall expected NPV.
Additional numerical tests support the fact that the three primary factors
(forward prices, the risk preference level, and expected spot price in the fu-
ture) jointly determine the inventory levels and portion sold on the spot market.
While the above results only represent a policy under increasing forward price
pattern and low risk preference level, various forward price and risk preference
patterns can be implemented in order to generate corresponding decisions.
Finally, it is useful to consider the costs of inventory in a general way. Fig-
ure 2.12 shows the portion of product in inventory for each of the three months,
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Figure 2.12: Impact of Inventory Costs on Storage Utilization
under a range of unit inventory costs.
The important aspect of this plot is the indication that inventory costs above
the threshold values of 15$/ton will negate any benefits of allowing storage.
Typical storage costs for lignocellulosic feedstock are approximately 16$/ton
[14], which is likely to be higher than the cost of storing product due to lower
bulk density. It is also worth noting that the usage pattern of inventory at each
month is non-uniform due to the influence from the expected spot price in the
future and product value at the end of the time horizon (S0); thus, different
inventory usage patterns would be obtained with alternative future spot price
expectations.
2.4 Conclusions
This study has introduced a stochastic sequential programming approach to
plan and schedule the production of a biochemical lignocellulosic biorefinery
while managing financial risk that arises from price uncertainty. In the first
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phase, the biorefinery is modeled under stepwise unit carbon tax constraints,
based on the model introduced in [4]. First phase results indicate a move to
lower production levels is caused by a prohibitively high carbon tax in Region
3 (≥ 290 $/ton-unit).
Three case have been considered in the second phase. In the first case, trade-
off between risk and profit has been achieved by introducing forward contracts,
which are effective tools in risk management. In the second case, it is shown
that production and hedging policy correspond to forward price pattern in risk
averse conditions. In the third case, it is demonstrated the ability to store will
weaken correlation between production schedule and forward prices and will
lead to a higher profit level. Whereas a unit inventory cost of 15 $/ton will make
the inventory strategy unappealing. Moreover, the use of storage and selling on
the spot market decreases as the risk tolerance reduces, and the producer is
driven to the price stability from forward contracts.
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CHAPTER 3
LONG-TERM PLANNING AND HEDGING FOR A LIGNOCELLULOSIC
BIOREFINERY UNDER CARBON CONSTRAINTS AND PRICE
DOWNSIDE RISK
This chapter considers long-term production scheduling under the impact of
carbon tax constraints and ethanol spot price uncertainty, as well as risk man-
agement via ethanol swap contracts. More specifically, a framework consisting
of a two-stage stochastic program and a two-factor time series model is pre-
sented to determine the weekly production rate and swap portfolios to maxi-
mize the process profit under spot price uncertainty1.
3.1 Introduction
Fuel production from biomass feedstock is hindered by uncertainties in pro-
cess technology, logistics and market development. Non-food feedstocks such
as corn stover and perennial grasses have the most potential to be adopted in
future generation biofuel facilities. A recent report from Larsen at al. [32] sug-
gests although the process is developed, and the products are on the market,
further policy and market research are still imperative to ensure the construc-
tion of commercial plants. Therefore, both optimal conversion process design
and financial risk management are essential to develop a commercially viable
industry. Interviews with biorefinery operators have shown long-term produc-
tion and risk management strategies are more favorable compared to the short-
1 c©2016 Elsevier. With permission from my co-author: M. Gabriela Martinnd C. Lindsay
Anderson. “Long term planning and hedging for a lignocellulosic biorefinery in a carbon con-
strained world.” Energy Conversion and Management, 126:463–472, 2016.
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term ones. As for the financial instruments used in risk management, swaps
have gained substantial popularity in the last decade for long term risk man-
agement [18]. Therefore, it is essential to quantitatively model the use of swap
contracts in long term risk management for biorefinery industry. Moreover, in
most of the biorefinery process models, the environmental concerns, such as
greenhouse gas (GHG) emission, are overlooked. According to Boldrin et al. [6],
although a biorefinery is generally recognized as a tax credit earning facility
thanks to its greenhouse gas emission reduction, this is not universally true due
to the choice of calculation criteria in implementing life cycle analysis. As a re-
sult, it is necessary to consider the production strategy under a stringent carbon
tax policy. Finally, unlike an ordinary oil refinery where the price uncertainty
mainly arises from the supply side, the fair price of the feedstock of the second
generation biorefinery is still in the exploration stage, therefore, no solid mar-
ket has been formed to effectively manage the potential price uncertainty [33].
However, the price volatility for the final product can be a major concern.
As a result, this chapter contributes to the state of the art in the following
directions:
• Related previous work such as Cheng and Anderson [11] or Ji et al. [29]
assumes that the spot price follows Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) ,
which is appropriate for shorter time horizons. Under a long-term hori-
zon, the use of GBM to represent the underlying product price is no longer
acceptable. The inherent drift in this type of model would result in more
conservative production and hedging decisions for the biorefinery opera-
tor, thus leading to a suboptimal profit level. Therefore, for the longer term
model developed here, a more realistic model is required. Specifically, a
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sophisticated two-factor model is applied based on Schwartz et al. [55] to
simulate the ethanol spot price and the fixed rate (formally introduced in
Section 3.3.3) pricing of the swap contract.
• Previous research on the use of financial derivatives for risk management
in this industry has focused on simple forward contracts. However, for-
ward contracts are not frequently used in the commodity derivative in-
dustry, so this work extends the existing literature by considering the use
of swap contracts for hedging.
• Compared with the previous studies invoking a real option approach
to determine the projects’ profitability and entry/exit threshold margin
[54, 53, 30, 38, 39, 34], this study extends the richness and flexibility of
operation and hedging decisions. Unlike the aforementioned works that
address binary planning decision of switching on or off, this study also
investigates the weekly optimal production level while adding hedging
decisions as an extra layer of profit protection.
• Finally, in order to implement the improvements proposed above, and to
account for influences between production, risk management, and stor-
age decisions, the problem is solved in a two-stage stochastic optimiza-
tion approach. This method, though more sophisticated than a sequen-
tial or single-stage optimization model, incorporates the appropriate time-
sequence of production, storage, and sales decisions that will be made in
practice.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the
problem in detail. In Section 3.3, the optimization model is formulated and
time series model described. Results are provided and discussed in Section 3.4.
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Finally, conclusions are delineated in Section 3.5.
3.2 Problem Statement and Assumptions
Given a lignocellulosic biorefinery facility exposed to two major external con-
straints; a specific carbon tax structure, and fluctuating ethanol spot price dy-
namics, the goal is to determine the long-term production and hedging strate-
gies to maximize the facility’s total profit and control the financial risk. The
target biorefinery drawn from Humbird et al. [28] has the process flow diagram
in Figure 2.1. The carbon tax structure described in Benjaafar et al. and Cheng
et al. [4, 11] which increases marginal carbon tax with emissions level, is imple-
mented. It is further assumed that there exist four swap contracts that mature
quarterly. In this case, it is assumed maturity dates are in March, June, Septem-
ber and December, though these can be customized as necessary. The choice of
four quarterly swap contracts matches with the long term hedging framework
while ensuring the strategy flexibility. Although it is also possible to use swap
contracts with longer tenor, such as one-year, this will result in a suboptimal
profit level as the operator loses the flexibility to adjust the hedging decisions.
Such a strategic planning problem can be further decomposed into two sets
of decisions, first the quarterly hedging level, the weekly production schedule
over a year, and second, the weekly storage and selling decisions. The choice of
hedging and production plan in an annual time frame corresponds with the goal
of long-term planning, whereas weekly selling and storage decisions ensures
the flexibility to adjust to different product price scenarios.
In the world of mathematical programming, such a problem can be formu-
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lated as a two-stage stochastic program. Under the commonly acknowledged
no-arbitrage financial assumption, long-term hedging (Hq) and production de-
cisions (prodi) need to be determined in the first stage before observing any spot
price information (spoti,j), whereas quick responses, such as selling (Sai,j) and
storage policy (Sti,j) can be strategized in real time as recourse in the second
stage once the product spot price scenarios are revealed. A complete nomencla-
ture table is presented in Table 3.1 and a detailed formulation is introduced in
Section 3.3.
3.3 Model Development
As described in Section 3.2, the problem can be modeled by a framework con-
sisting of a two-stage stochastic program and a supporting time series model
(described in 3.3.2).
More specifically, first an ethanol spot price time series based on Schwartz
et al. [55] is created to provide long-term ethanol spot price simulations and
forecast. Second, the fixed rates of four swap contracts are calculated from the
spot price forecast. Subsequently, spot price simulations are input to the two-
stage stochastic program as the source of uncertainty. Finally, the two-stage
stochastic program is solved to provide hedging, production, selling and stor-
age decisions. The above framework is illustrated in the following algorithm:
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Algorithm 1: Solution Framework
1: Estimate the Schwartz-Smith two-factor model with Iowa State ethanol
weekly spot price data from 2006-2014.
2: Simulate 1000 one-year ahead spot price scenarios (spoti,j) and estimate one-
year ahead spot price forecast (S¯i) from the model trained in 1.
3: Input S¯i to the fixed rate formula (Equation 3.18) to calculate specific fixed
rates (C¯q) corresponding to quarterly swap contracts.
4: Input spoti,j from 2, and C¯q from 3 to the two-stage stochastic program.
5: Solve the optimization model with the probability-weighted scenarios to
determine the following decision variables:
• First stage-quarterly swap contract shares (Shq), weekly production
level (prodi).
• Second stage-weekly spot market sales (Sai,j), weekly storage level
(Sti,j).
3.3.1 A two-stage stochastic program
The two-stage stochastic program aims to maximize the total expected profit
and is formulated as a mixed integer linear program (MILP). In the first stage,
key decision variables are production levels prodi (continuous) and shares of
swap contracts Shq (integer). In the second stage, continuous recourse variables
are weekly spot market sales Sai,j and storage level Sti,j .
To facilitate description of the model, nomenclature is delineated in Table
3.1.
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Nomenclature
Sets
i week
j scenario
q quarter
Parameters
T total weekly operating hours
S total number of scenarios
Q conversion factor
FOC fixed operating cost
FCC annualized fixed capital
spoti,j simulated ethanol spot prices
Icap inventory capacity
Pcap production capacity
C¯q fixed rate of ethanol swap
k1 unit carbon tax for region 1
k2 unit carbon tax for region 2
b threshold hourly emission level between two regions
Cf1 coefficients for greenhouse gas emission level
Cf2 coefficients for variable operating cost
I unit inventory cost
Variables
First stage variables
prodi hourly production level of week i
GHGi Green house gas emission rate
CTi carbon tax
Hq weekly hedging level of quarter q
Shq weekly contract shares of quarter q
V OCi variable operating cost
Pr1q first stage profit
Second stage variables
Sai,j weekly spot market sales for scenario j
Sti,j weekly storage level for scenario j
Pr2i,j second stage profit
costi total cost
TPj total profit for each scenario
Table 3.1: Nomenclature
The two-stage stochastic program is formulated as follows, where the process
is not modeled in detail here. Instead, the relation between greenhouse gas
emission and product (Cf1), as well as the relation between variable operating
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cost and product (Cf2), are extracted from the process model described in Cheng
and Anderson [11]. This relieves the computation complexity.
The objective is to maximize the total expected profit:
max
∑
j
pijTPj (3.1)
where pij is the probability of spot price scenario j, and TPj is the total profit in
each spot price scenario.
subject to the following constraints:
prodi × T + Sti−1,j = Sai,j +Hq + Sti,j
∀i ∈ 1, ..., N ∀j ∈ 1, ..., S (3.2)
Hq = Shq ×Q (3.3)
where St0,j is defined as zero as storage is assumed to be empty at the start of
the planning horizon, and (3.2) refers to the weekly production level (prodi),
storage (Sti,j), spot market sale (Sai,j), and hedging (Hq) balance. The relation
between the swap contract shares (Shq) and the underlying hedging amount
(Hq) is given in (3.3), where there are Q tons ethanol per share of swap contract.
The quarter index q is defined as: q = iq
13
for all weeks iq − 12 ≤ i ≤ iq, where
iq ∈ {13, 26, 39, 52}. In other words, the weeks of a year are grouped into four
quarters with Week 13, 26, 39, and 52 representing the end of each quarter.
The model assumes limited storage and production capacity as detailed be-
low, where Icap and Pcap are the upper bound of the inventory and production
level respectively. The last capacity constraint regulates the quarterly hedging
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quantity should not exceed the quarterly production commitment.
Sti,j ≤ Icap (3.4)
prodi ≤ Pcap (3.5)
Hq ≤
qt∑
i=1
prodi (3.6)
A piecewise linear carbon tax is implemented in (3.7), (3.8) in accordance
with Benjaafar et al. [4] and maintains the linearity of the program.
CTi ≥ k1GHGi (3.7)
CTi ≥ k2GHGi + b (3.8)
where k1 and k2 (k1 ≤ k2) corresponds to the unit carbon tax rate for distinct
emission regions while b is the intercept which keeps the continuity of the piece-
wise linear function.
The relation between Greenhouse gas emission level in each week (GHGi)
and production level is approximated as:
GHGi = Cf1 · prodi (3.9)
where Cf1 is the correlation factor between greenhouse gas emission level and
production rate.
Finally, cost and profit related constraints are as follows:
costi = T · CTi + V OCi (3.10)
V OCi = Cf2 · prodi (3.11)
Pr1q = C¯q ·Hq (3.12)
Pr2i,j = spoti,j · Sai,j − I · Sti,j (3.13)
TPj =
4∑
q=1
Pr1q −
52∑
i=1
costi +
52∑
i=1
Pr2i,j (3.14)
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where cost in each week (costi) is comprised of carbon tax (CTi) and variable
operating cost (V OCi), and variable operating cost is proportional to the pro-
duction level. Furthermore, the first-stage ancillary profit (Pr1q ) contains the
revenue from selling the product by swap contract and the second-stage ancil-
lary profit (Pr2i,j ) contains spot market revenue net the storage cost. Finally, the
total profit in each scenario, TPj , is defined as the annual sum of the first-stage
profit, the second-stage profit minus the cost.
The other primary element of this model framework is the stochastic process
of ethanol spot price, described in Section 3.3.2.
3.3.2 A long-term time series model for ethanol spot price
Early studies in commodity price modeling typically assumed the commod-
ity price followed Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) since this distribution is
used to model stock price in the famous Black-Scholes option pricing formula.
Later, research showed a mean-reverting price model would be more appropri-
ate for commodity price series due to the underlying supply-demand equilib-
rium [24]. Schwartz et al. [55] discovered that although the commodity price
appeared to be mean-reverting, the equilibrium price remained uncertain. As a
response, a two-factor model was developed and has been adopted ever since
for long-term commodity price modeling [8, 22].
The two-factor model represents the spot price at time t, denoted as St as a
function of two stochastic factors:
ln(St) = χt + ξt (3.15)
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where χt depicts the short term deviation and follows a mean reverting process:
dχt = −κχtdt+ σχdzχ (3.16)
the equilibrium level ξt is modeled as a Brownian motion process:
dξt = µξdt+ σξdzξ (3.17)
The terms dzχ and dzξ are correlated increments of a standard Brownian motion
process, such that dzχdzξ = ρχξdt. In order to simulate the spot price process,
it is essential to have an accurate estimation of the process parameters, namely
κ, σχ, µξ, σξ, and ρχξ. However, these parameters are associated with two “hid-
den processes”, χt, and ξt, whose values are not directly observable. Therefore,
the Kalman filter is used to estimate their values [26]. For detailed steps of
applying Kalman filter in a two-factor model parameter estimation, spot price
forecast and simulation, interested readers are referred to [22]. Once the time se-
ries for the ethanol spot prices is established, the fixed rates of the four ethanol
swap contracts can be determined from the spot price forecast. This process is
described in Section 3.3.3.
3.3.3 A simple pricing formula for ethanol swap contracts
A commodity swap contract is an agreement between two parties to exchange
a series of cash payments generated by the underlying assets over a specified
period for the purpose of securing the selling price of the underlying asset [27].
No physical commodity is transferred between the two parties. Specifically in
energy swap contracts, the energy producer is willing to pay a floating rate to
the counter-party in exchange for a fixed rate so, in effect, the underlying energy
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product is sold at a fixed price (see Figure 3.1). While the floating rate is mainly
based on the spot price of the commodity, the fixed rate is determined in the
contract.
Biorefinery is the 
floating-rate payer 
Counterparty is the 
fixed-rate payer 
Pay floating rate $ 
X per gallon 
based on weekly 
ethanol spot price 
Biorefinery 
receives fixed rate 
determined by the 
contract 
Figure 3.1: Bioethanol hedging using swap contracts
As stated in Section 3.2, four quarterly-matured swap contracts are consid-
ered, each of which has weekly payments within the quarter. The initiation and
maturity sequence of the four swap contracts is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Under
the no-arbitrage pricing scheme, the fixed rate of an ethanol swap contract, C¯ is
priced by the following formula [19]:
TN∑
t=T1
C¯
(1 + rt)t
=
TN∑
t=T1
Ct
(1 + rt)t
(3.18)
where Ct is the time-varying ethanol spot price forecast at time t, rt is the risk-
free rate at time t, T1 and TN are the initial date and the maturity date of the
swap contracts respectively.
Swap 1 initiates
Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4
Swap 1 matures,
Swap 2 initiates
Swap 2 matures,
Swap 3 initiates
Swap 3 matures,
Swap 4 initiates
Swap 4 matures
Figure 3.2: The sequence of the four swap contracts used in the model
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3.4 Results
In this section, the parameterization of the Schwartz-Smith two-factor time se-
ries model is discussed first. The second stage ethanol spot price process is then
represented with a sample of (1000) price trajectories from the Schwartz-Smith
model. The stochastic program determines a portfolio of long-term strategies to
maximize the total expected profit and has 161,225 variables and 161,274 con-
straints. A risk neutral case is first considered, as formulated by constraints
Equation 3.2-3.14. A risk averse case is considered next, in which operator is
able to define their own risk level by incorporating additional risk constraints
(defined in Section 3.4.4). And finally, a discussion of sensitivity is performed,
in which the impact of alternative spot price trajectories and storage capacities
have been explored (Section 3.4.5). All the optimization models are solved with
CPLEX 12.5.0.1.
3.4.1 Results for Schwartz-Smith (SS) two-factor models
The SS two-factor ethanol spot price model was built on training data cor-
responding to weekly New York Ethanol (Platts) Futures one month, three
months, five months, nine months, and eleven months to maturity, as well as
the Iowa state spot prices from November 2006 to September 2014. All his-
torical spot price data was obtained from [5]. The parameter estimates for the
ethanol spot price SS two-factor model are summarized in Table 3.2.
Parameter κ σχ µξ σξ ρχξ s1 s2 s3 s4 s5
Value 0.32 0.76 -0.056 0.64 -0.92 0.0015 0 0 0 0.088
Table 3.2: Parameter values for the SS two-factor model.
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A table (Table 3.3) comparing the goodness of fit of the two-factor model
and Geometric Brownian Motion in terms of Akaike information criterion (AIC)
and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is also presented. Since the two-factor
Model AIC BIC
two-factor model 15.32 56.28
GBM 16.07 57.76
Table 3.3: Model selection criteria for two reference models
model demonstrates lower AIC and BIC values than Geometric Brownian Mo-
tion, it is safe to assume the two-factor model outperforms GBM in modeling
the ethanol spot time series.
The spot price simulations, which represent possible annual price trajecto-
ries in the future, are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. These figures illustrate year
2014 spot price and one-year ahead conditional expectation forecast with the
associated range of uncertainty. Rather than reflecting a specific price pattern
in the future one year, the forecast price demonstrates a scenario mean trend,
which is the requirement to determine the fair price of the swap contracts. The
decreasing trend of the forecast price observed in Figure 3.4 corresponds to the
recent ethanol spot price pattern.
In the following sections, the SS two-factor model is used as input to repre-
sent ethanol price uncertainty.
3.4.2 Production schedule and hedging decisions
In this section, the results of the stochastic optimization model are presented.
For this purpose, the key parameter values for the case-study are listed in Table
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Figure 3.4:
weekly spot price and one-year ahead price forecast with error
bars.
3.4.
The optimization model is solved using the price scenarios and fixed rates
determined in the previous sections. The key decision variables in the first-stage
are weekly production levels and quarterly hedging levels. Figure 3.5 shows
that the weekly production level follows a decreasing trend and is influenced
by both scenario mean spot prices and second region unit carbon tax rates. As
the scenario mean spot prices decrease over time, the optimal production level
experiences a decline from full capacity, approximately 20 ton/h, to partial ca-
pacity, approximately 10 ton/h. The second region carbon tax rate (k2 in the
model) also plays an important role. From the lower bound, 620 $/ton GHG
to the upper bound, 640 $/ton GHG, a higher second region unit carbon tax
always leads to a decrease of the production level. In the extreme case of carbon
tax 640 $/ton GHG, the production level stays at approximately half capacity
(10 ton/h) throughout the planning period. This result is counter-intuitive, since
typically a positive marginal profit leads to maximum production, though in
this case carbon tax can become prohibitive. The sporadic production decrease
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Table 3.4: Case-Study Parameters for two-stage stochastic program
Parameter Value
Scenario probability (pij) 0.0011
Conversion factor (Q) 125 ton/share
Storage capacity (Icap) 14816 ton
Production capacity (Pcap) 20 ton/hour
Unit carbon tax for region 1 (k1) 50 ton/hour
Unit carbon tax for region 2 (k2) varies
Threshold hourly emission level (b) varies with k2
GHG coefficient (Cf1) 0.98
Variable operating cost coefficient (Cf2) 451.8 $/ton
1st fixed rate (C¯1) 1.85 $/gallon
2nd quarter fixed rate (C¯2) 1.84 $/gallon
3rd quarter fixed rate (C¯3) 1.83 $/gallon
4th quarter fixed rate (C¯4) 1.82 $/gallon
Storage cost (I) 10 $/ton
1 Since every scenario is generated with equal weights,
the probability for each scenario is 1N , where N is 1000
here.
at intermediate-high carbon tax cases, i.e. k2 equals to 632 − 636 $/ton GHG,
shows that the profit margins are small enough that the producers’ optimal pro-
duction strategy is influenced by storage capability. In this case, producing at
a higher capacity requires higher marginal profit to overcome carbon tax ex-
penses. The operator can achieve this higher profit through inter-temporal ar-
bitrage with storage. When storage reaches full capacity, the production level
decreases. As stored product is sold, and storage capacity once again becomes
available, the production level returns to a higher value to rebuild inventory in
anticipation of higher future prices. At lower carbon tax rates, it is profitable
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to produce ethanol at full capacity, regardless of the available storage capac-
ity. It is worth noting that the choice of the second region unit carbon tax rate,
ranging from 620 $/ton GHG to t 640 $/ton GHG, is higher than any current
practice in existence. However, this choice is used as an indication of the impact
of stringent carbon tax policy on the optimal operation decisions.
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Figure 3.5: Weekly production levels corresponding to second region unit
carbon taxes (k2), with decreasing spot price trend, shows that
increasing carbon tax leads to declining production.
In the first stage, the ratio of ethanol to be hedged via swap contracts are
also determined. In this case, the second region unit carbon rate is fixed to be
630 $/ton GHG and weekly scenario mean spot price is drawn as a proxy to
represent the forecasted price trend. Figure 3.6 displays the optimal hedging
level (blue line), the production level (red line), the spot price forecast (black
line) and is compared with Figure 3.7, where the same set of decision variables
are illustrated for a synthetic case with no storage.
Comparison of Figure 3.6 and 3.7 shows the influence of inventory on pro-
duction and sales strategy. Specifically, the optimal hedging level is not only
impacted by spot price forecast, but also by storage capacity. Specifically, in the
absence of storage, production decisions are well behaved and consistent with
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level with storage
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Figure 3.7: Production and hedging
level with no storage capacity
the price trajectory; what is produced is hedged and production declines with
lower product prices. Conversely, with the ability to store product, although the
production level declines in general, a spike in production occurs when storage
becomes available (approximately week 12 in Figure 3.6), to allow for poten-
tially favorable future prices. This shows that while financial risk can be man-
aged with hedging contracts, the capability to store product provides additional
benefits to the producer.
3.4.3 Storage and selling decisions
In the second stage, recourse decisions, such as weekly sales on spot market and
storage level, are made based on updated spot price information. Among the
total one thousand spot price realizations, decisions for three scenarios, which
represent a high spot price, a medium spot price and a low spot price are plotted
in Figure 3.8.
Regardless of the spot price realizations, sales on the spot market declines
dramatically in the later quarters, which tallies with the full hedging strategy
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Figure 3.8: Sales and storage behavior for high, medium, and low spot
price trends: ethanol spot market sales (left panel) and storage
level (right panel)
decided in the first stage. However, the relation between the spot price and
selling on the spot market is indistinctive due to the fact that larger part of the
product is hedged with a fixed rate rather than exposed to the spot price, so
ethanol sales are less sensitivity to spot price fluctuations in the second stage.
The storage level, on the other hand, exhibits distinct behavior for differ-
ent spot price scenarios. In the high spot price scenario, the storage level fea-
tures on an escalation trend, which allows the decision maker to maximize their
profit by postponing the sales on the spot market. In both medium and low spot
price scenarios, an oscillation and reduction pattern persists due to the decision
maker’s dichotomous choice of either “hedging for now” or “waiting, and seek-
ing a higher price in the future”. It is obvious that the lower spot price scenario
always favors the choice of hedging over storing.
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3.4.4 Risk management with cVaR constraints
In addition to hedging with swap contracts, the model can be further tuned
to include the operator’s preference for more stable revenues. In this section,
these risk preference levels are considered by adding the following cVaR con-
straints [31].
zj = [TPj − V aR]− (3.19)
cV aR = V aR +
1
1− α
∑
j
pijzj (3.20)
cV aR ≥ K (3.21)
where zj is a nonpositive auxiliary variable, V aR and cV aR are value-at-risk,
and conditional value-at-risk at probability level α, and K is a user-defined risk
level. In the practical setting, the model with cVaR constraints informs the op-
erator of the precise shares of swap contracts in hedging, thus leading to cus-
tomized risk management.
Table 3.5 compares the profit distribution for the risk neutral case (without
risk management) to two risk averse cases with different risk-level constraints.
And the tradeoff between a reduced total expected profit and increased profit
certainty is shown for different cases.
Example E[profit]/million $ normalized std
risk neutral case 6.50 0.212
cVaR≥ 6.4× 106 6.49 0.123
cVaR≥ 6.43× 106 6.46 0.0466
Table 3.5: Expected profit and normalized standard deviation for decreasing risk levels
An increased cVaR level corresponds to a higher risk aversion level and
less sale on spot market, thus leading to higher certainty in profit distribution
and less expected total profit. In the extreme case of cV aR ≥ 6.43 × 106, the
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cVaR achieves maximal achievable value, above which the optimization pro-
gram becomes infeasible. The resulting profit becomes significantly lower but
more deterministic. This implies the model not only selects the optimal number
of contract under various risk aversion levels, but also informs the maximum
achievable risk aversion level given the spot price and the availability of swap
contracts.
Figure 3.9 provides the optimal hedging strategy for producers at different
risk levels. The number of swap contracts at higher risk aversion levels is con-
sistently more than the lower risk aversion levels. At the extreme, full hedging
throughout the entire production period leads to a constant selling price.
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Figure 3.9: Shares of swap entered for decreasing risk levels
3.4.5 Sensitivity Analysis
The results presented thus far have been based on specific spot price forecast
patterns and storage capacity. It is worthwhile to consider alternative spot price
patterns and storage capacities to test the sensitivity of the optimal strategy to
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these factors. Throughout this section, the risk averse case is used as with cVaR
lower bound (K) setting to 0.
Spot price patterns
In order to investigate the impact of spot price patterns on production decisions,
three other sets of spot price scenarios are simulated. As the price scenario of
the risk averse case is generated from a two-factor model, it is necessary to use
the same time series model to generate other spot price patterns. Therefore, dif-
ferent lengths of the original dataset are applied as the training datasets. The
characteristics of the spot price patterns and the specific periods are listed in
Table 3.6. These patterns are input to the two-stage stochastic program to de-
termine the resultant strategies for each case. Figure 3.10 represents the optimal
production levels for each of the alternative patterns. Here the red line is the
scenario mean spot price forecast, which represents different spot price forecast
patterns. Results show that production level encounters a switch once the spot
price reaches a threshold. For example, in the case of rapid increase, gradual
decrease, and rapid decrease pattern, the price threshold that triggers the pro-
duction switching occurs around 1.8 $/gallon. In the gradual increase case, the
production remains at full capacity throughout the planning period because the
minimum forecast price is well above 1.8 $/gallon.
Spot price patterns Range of weeks
Gradual increase 1-200
Rapid increase 1-250
Gradual decrease (risk averse case) 1-426
Rapid decrease 1-400
Table 3.6: Alternative spot price patterns, generated from historical data (weeks indi-
cated)
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Figure 3.10: Production levels for alternative spot price trends
As previously discussed, the storage capacity influences the hedging level
within the planning horizon. Therefore, the next section examines the effect of
a range of storage capacities on the hedging levels and profit distributions,
Storage capacity
Four capacity values, i.e. 25%, 50%, 200%, and 400% of risk averse case capacity
are explicitly selected to compare with the risk averse case. The risk level is set
to be cV aR ≥ 6.4 × 106 for all storage capacities. The expected total profit and
the normalized standard deviation for these cases are compared in Table 3.7.
Shares of contract entered are plotted in Figure 3.11.
At the same risk level, cases with higher storage capacity seek to maximize
the expected profit by using fewer swap contracts in Q1 when the spot price is
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Examples E[profit]/million $ normalized std
25%Icap 6.44 0.0557
50%Icap 6.46 0.0802
risk averse case 6.49 0.123
200%Icap 6.55 0.189
400%Icap 6.63 0.291
Table 3.7: Expected profit and normalized standard deviation for cases with different
storage capacity, showing that higher storage capacity leads to higher expec-
tation and standard deviation of profit, at the same risk level.
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Figure 3.11: Hedging level for risk averve case and different storage ca-
pacities, note higher storage capacity leads to more storage in
Q1, thus decreasing the shares of swap contracts used
relatively high. Higher storage capacity provides the flexibility of storing more
and selling at higher spot price periods. When the spot price declines to unfa-
vorable region, as is seen in Q2, Q3 and Q4, the product is fully hedged across
all the cases, leading to both an identical number of swap contracts throughout
different storage capacity and an equal value of risk aversion level. In conclu-
sion, cases with higher storage capacity increase total profit by exploiting the
storage capacity and spot sales in Q1.
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3.5 Conclusion
This study has presented a framework to determine the optimal production,
hedging, selling and storage decision for a dilute-acid pretreatment based lig-
nocellulosic biorefinery. A two-stage stochastic program is formulated in light
of the decision sequence, while the underlying spot price is characterized by a
Schwartz-Smith two factor model. In the first stage, weekly production is jointly
determined by carbon tax rate and scenario mean spot price trend. Under the
parameter setting presented, it is observed that the production level switches
from full capacity to half capacity once the scenario mean spot price falls be-
low 1.8$/gallon. Moreover, customized risk management decisions can be ob-
tained by adjusting the conditional value-at-risk constraint (Equation 3.21) in
the model. The corresponding optimization results represent a tradeoff between
the shares of swap contract to enter and the inventory level. In other words, a
dynamic balance between “hedge for now” and “store, and seek a higher price
in the future” is achieved.
In the second stage, strategies for spot market sales, and storage levels are
scenario-specific, and are recourse to facilitate further increase of the total profit.
In the three representative spot price scenarios, it has been shown that while
sales on the spot market are largely governed by hedging level, the storage level
positively correlates to spot price patterns.
Finally, it has been demonstrated that higher storage capacity also boosts the
facility’s profit. At the same risk preference level, a higher storage capacity leads
to increasing storage level and fewer shares of swap contracts to enter. In other
words, the storage capability enables the possibility of postponing the sale of
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the product to high price periods.
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CHAPTER 4
VALIDATION OF THE MODEL FRAMEWORK IN A FIRST
GENERATION BIOREFINERY
Since the aim of this chapter is to validate the optimal production and hedg-
ing model framework developed in the previous chapter, the model framework
is applied to a first generation biorefinery to determine the weekly production
level and swap hedging portfolios over a year’s planning horizon with the ob-
jective of maximizing the process profit. A back test program is then created to
compare the realized profit obtained from applying the optimal decisions and
the negotiated profit derived from using the current practice. This comparison
in turn validates the effectiveness of the proposed model framework.
4.1 Introduction
After a decade of hectic searching for economical processes converting corn to
bioethanol, the nationwide “biofuel rush” is now waning as people are increas-
ingly cautious about process profitability. The crash of KiOR [17] as well as
the bankruptcy of VeraSun Energy [41] are among the most prominent indica-
tions of the ongoing retrenchment in the biofuel sector. Moreover, Renewable
Fuel Standard (RFS2, [16]), which regulates the total renewable fuel requirement
increasing to 36 billion gallons a year in 2022 by EPA, has been under criticism
due to its aggressiveness. One of the looming problems hampering the commer-
cial viability of bioethanol is the thin profit margin in a volatile energy market.
Therefore, how to maintain an appreciable level of profit during adverse mar-
ket conditions is a pressing problem awaiting researchers’ answer. Interviews
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with the industry practitioners have shown that the operators tend to be ex-
tremely risk averse. Hence, they prefer locking their corn purchase and ethanol
sale prices by entering into long-term fixed rate contracts. Consequently, a fixed
profit or loss is obtained depending on the negotiated fixed rates. Although
this industry practice completely eliminates the profit uncertainty and simpli-
fies the decision-making process, potential profit may be lost. Therefore, a more
sophisticated operating and risk management decision framework is imperative
to enhance the profit margin.
The key contributions of this chapter are:
• Although various models are assumed for the ethanol spot prices in the
previous chapters, while these models are valid for ethanol spot prices in
different time horizons, they fail to depict the correlation between corn
and ethanol spot prices (formally shown in Section 4.3). Since a corn
biorefinery encounters price uncertainties from both corn and ethanol
side, an appropriate model should consider the correlation between these
two price processes. Specifically, a bivariate vector error correction model
(VECM) is applied in the current paper to simulate the corn and ethanol
spot prices.
• Compared with the previous studies invoking a real option approach
to determine the projects’ profitability and entry/exit threshold mar-
gin [54, 53, 30, 38, 39, 34], this study extends the richness and flexibility
of operation and hedging decisions. To be more specific, unlike the afore-
mentioned works that address binary planning decision of switching on or
off, this study also investigates the weekly optimal production level while
adding hedging decisions as an extra layer of profit protection.
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• Since the unique emphasis of this study is to provide the industry prac-
titioner with the insight into using financial derivatives to exploit the po-
tential profit, the production and hedging strategies determined from the
optimization model are compared with the current industry practice using
the real spot price data from 2010 to 2016. Although previous works such
as Cheng and Anderson [11] and Cheng et al. [12] have explored both the
short term and long term optimal decisions for a biorefinery, their target is
a demonstration scale lignocellulosic biorefinery and the decisions are not
tested on real world problems.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes
the problem in detail. In Section 4.3, the optimization model is formulated and
time series model described. Results are provided and discussed in Section 4.4.
Finally, conclusions are delineated in Section 4.5.
4.2 Problem Statement and Assumptions
Given a corn biorefinery facility exposed to two major external uncertainties:
corn and ethanol spot prices, the goal is to determine the long-term corn sup-
ply, ethanol production and hedging strategies to maximize the facility’s total
profit and control the financial risk. The target biorefinery drawn from Mcaloon
et al. [40] has the process flow diagram in Figure 4.1. It is further assumed that
there exist five swap contracts for both corn and ethanol that mature in March
(Week 12), May (Week 21), July (Week 30), September (Week 39) and December
(Week 53) respectively. The choice of five swap contracts matches the trading
calendar of corn derivatives that are active on Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT).
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Figure 4.1: Process flow for corn biorefinery
This choice of swap contracts also maintains the long term hedging framework
while ensuring the strategy flexibility. Although it is possible to use swap con-
tracts with longer tenor, such as one-year, this will result in a suboptimal profit
level as the operator loses the flexibility to adjust the hedging decisions.
Such a strategic planning problem can be further decomposed into two sets
of decisions, first the weekly corn supply, ethanol production schedule, and the
swap contract hedging level over a year, and second, the weekly spot market
corn purchase and ethanol sale decisions. The choice of hedging and production
plan in an annual time frame corresponds with the goal of long-term planning,
whereas weekly purchase and sale decisions ensures the flexibility to adjust to
different price scenarios.
In the world of stochastic programming, such a problem can be formulated
as a two-stage stochastic program. Under the commonly acknowledged no-
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arbitrage financial assumption, long-term contractual hedging (Hcq and Heq),
corn supply (fsi) and production decisions (prodi) need to be determined in the
first stage before observing any spot price information (Pci,j and Pei,j), whereas
quick responses, such as ethanol spot sale (Sei,j) and corn spot purchase (Sci,j)
can be strategized in real time as recourse in the second stage once the product
spot price scenarios are revealed. A complete nomenclature table is presented
in Table 4.1 and a detailed formulation is introduced in Section 4.3.
4.3 Model Development
As described in Section 4.2, the problem can be modeled by a framework con-
sisting of a two-stage stochastic program, a supporting time series model (de-
scribed in 4.3.2) and a back testing model (described in 4.3.4).
More specifically, for each year between 2010 and 2016, first a bivariate vec-
tor error correction model (VECM) is created to provide long-term corn and
ethanol spot price simulations and forecast of that year [56]. Second, the fixed
legs (the straight line in Figure 4.2) of the five swap contracts are calculated
from the spot price forecast. Subsequently, spot price simulations are input to
the two-stage stochastic program as the source of uncertainty. Furthermore, the
two-stage stochastic program is solved to provide hedging, supply, production,
spot purchase and spot sale decisions. Finally, the optimal decisions are ex-
tracted and are input to the back testing model to compute the realized profit
of that year. This profit is then compared with the negotiated profit earned
from using the current industry practice (explained further in 4.3.4). The above
framework is illustrated in the following algorithm:
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Algorithm 2: Solution Framework
1: for yr = 2010 to 2016 do
2: Estimate the parameters of VECM using corn and ethanol spot price data
from 2008 up till yr − 1.
3: Simulate 1000 one-year ahead spot price scenarios (Pci,j and Pei,j) and
estimate one-year ahead spot price forecast (Pci and Pei) from the model
trained in 2.
4: Input Pci and Pei to the fixed leg formula (Equation 4.16) to calculate
specific fixed legs (Ccq and Ceq) corresponding to the corn and ethanol
swap contracts at different periods.
5: Input Pci,j and Pei,j from 3, and Ccq and Ceq from 4 to the two-stage
stochastic program.
6: Solve the optimization model with the probability-weighted scenarios to
determine the following decision variables:
• First stage-swap contract shares for both corn and ethanol in each
period(Ncq and Neq), weekly corn supply (fsi), and ethanol produc-
tion level (prodi).
• Second stage-weekly corn spot purchase Sci,j and ethanol spot sale
Sei,j .
7: Input the decision variables from 6 and the realized ethanol and corn
spot prices (Pci and Pei) of Year yr to the back testing model to calculate
the realized profit (Pr).
8: Use spot price scenario mean (Pci,j and Pei,j) as the negotiated fixed
rate to calculate the negotiated profit from current industry practice (Pr)
(further elaborated in Section 4.3.4).
9: Compare the realized profit (Pr) and the negotiated profit (Pr).
10: end for
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4.3.1 A two-stage stochastic program
The two-stage stochastic program aims to maximize the total expected profit
and is formulated as a mixed integer linear program (MILP). In the first stage,
key decision variables are corn supply fsi, ethanol production prodi (continu-
ous) and shares of swap contracts Ncq Neq (integer). In the second stage, con-
tinuous recourse variables are weekly corn spot purchase Sci,j and ethanol spot
sale Sei,j .
To facilitate description of the model, nomenclature is delineated in Table
4.1.
Nomenclature
Indices
i week
j scenario
q swap contracts sequence
Parameters
pij probability of scenario j (identical for each scenario in this study)
T total weekly operating hours
S total number of scenarios
Qc conversion factor from the physical quantity to shares of corn swap contracts
Qe conversion factor from the physical quantity to shares of ethanol swap contracts
Pci,j simulated corn spot prices
Pei,j simulated ethanol spot prices
Pcap production capacity
Ccq fixed leg of the q-th corn swap contract
Ceq fixed leg of the q-th ethanol swap contract
Cf1 coefficients for ethanol production level
Cf2 coefficients for operating cost
K user-defined risk preference level
α percentile of the profit distribution
Table 4.1: Nomenclature
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Nomenclature Cont’d
Variables
First stage
fsi hourly corn supply level of week i
prodi hourly ethanol production level of week i
Hcq weekly hedging level of using the q-th corn swap contract
Heq weekly hedging level of using the q-th ethanol swap contract
Ncq weekly contract shares of using the q-th corn swap contract
Neq weekly contract shares of using the q-th ethanol swap contract
OC operating cost
Pr1q first stage profit
Second stage
Sai,j weekly spot market sales for scenario j
Sti,j weekly storage level for scenario j
Pr2i,j second stage profit
TPj total profit for each scenario
zj auxiliary nonpositive variable corresponding to each scenario
V aR value-at-risk
cV aR conditional value-at-risk
The two-stage stochastic program is formulated as follows, where the detailed
chemical conversion process is not modeled here. Instead, the relationship be-
tween the ethanol production and corn supply (Cf1), as well as the relationship
between the operating cost and the production (Cf2), are extracted from the
process parameter table described in Mcaloon et al. [40]. This relieves the com-
putation complexity.
The objective is to maximize the total expected profit:
max
∑
j
pijTPj (4.1)
where pij is the probability of spot price scenario j, and TPj is the total profit in
each spot price scenario.
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subject to the following constraints:
fsi × T = Sci,j +Hcq
prodi × T = Sei,j +Heq (4.2)
∀i ∈ 1, ..., N ∀j ∈ 1, ..., S
Hcq = Ncq ×Qc
Heq = Neq ×Qe (4.3)
where (4.2) refers to the balance between weekly supply, denoted fsi (or pro-
duction, prodi), hedging, denoted Hcq and Heq, and spot purchase, denoted
Sci,j , (or spot sale, Sei,j). The relationship between the swap contract shares
(Ncq and Neq) and the underlying hedging amount (Hcq and Heq) is given
in (4.3), where there are Qc tons corn per share of corn swap contract, and
Qe tons of ethanol per share of ethanol swap contract. The swap contract se-
quence index q is defined as: q = i for all weeks from iq−1 + 1 to iq, where
iq ∈ {0, 11, 20, 29, 38, 53} (See Figure 4.3). In other words, the weeks of a year are
grouped into five periods with Week 11, 20, 29, 38 and 53 representing the end
of each period.
The model assumes limited production capacity as detailed below, where
Pcap is the upper bound on the production level. The last capacity con-
straint regulates the hedging quantity, which should not exceed the sup-
ply/production commitment.
prodi ≤ Pcap (4.4)
Hcq ≤
qT∑
i=1
fsi (4.5)
Heq ≤
qT∑
i=1
prodi (4.6)
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The relationship between the weekly ethanol production (prodi) and the corn
supply level (fsi) is approximated as:
prodi = Cf1 · fsi (4.7)
where Cf1 is the linear relationship factor between corn supply level and
ethanol production rate.
The cost and profit related constraints are as follows:
OCi = Cf2 · prodi (4.8)
Pr1q = Ceq ·Heq − Ccq ·Hcq (4.9)
Pr2i,j = Pei,j · Sei,j − Pci,j · Sci,j (4.10)
TPj =
5∑
q=1
Pr1q −
52∑
i=1
OCi +
52∑
i=1
Pr2i,j (4.11)
where the operating cost in each week (OCi) is proportional to the production
level. Furthermore, the first-stage ancillary profit (Pr1q ) contains the net rev-
enue from selling the product by swap contract and the second-stage ancillary
profit (Pr2i,j ) contains the net spot market sale revenue. The total profit in each
scenario, TPj , is defined as the annual sum of the first-stage profit, the second-
stage profit minus the operating cost.
Finally, the model also includes the risk management constraints to meet the
operator’s preference for more stable revenues by adding the following cVaR
constraints [31].
zj = [TPj − V aR]− (4.12)
cV aR = V aR +
1
1− α
∑
j
pijzj (4.13)
cV aR ≥ K (4.14)
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where zj is a nonpositive auxiliary variable, V aR and cV aR are the value-at-risk,
and the conditional value-at-risk at probability level α, and K is a user-defined
risk preference level. In the practical setting, the model with cVaR constraints
informs the operator of the precise shares of swap contracts in hedging, thus
leading to customized risk management.
The other primary element of this model framework is the stochastic process
of corn and ethanol spot prices, described in Section 4.3.2.
4.3.2 A bivariate time series model for corn and ethanol spot
prices
Among the numerous effort to quantify the correlation between corn and
ethanol spot prices, the works of Nobel laureates Clive Granger and Robert
Engle [15] have become the foundation. Their works have shown with vector
error correction model (VECM), both nonstationarity and cointegration can be
formally characterized. Furthermore, short-term and long-term dynamics can
also be fully informed. In the recent decades, the predominant methodology in
the field of energy economics consist of cointegration analysis and developing
different variants of the VECM [56]. As the primary focus of this study is not
on the development of novel time series models, the original VECM is adopted
and described below.
The VECM represents the first order difference of the joint spot price pro-
cesses at time t, denoted as ∆Pt, is related to both the joint spot price at time
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t− 1 and the earlier first order differences:
∆Pt = CPt−1 +
q∑
i=1
Bi∆Pt−i + i (4.15)
where Pt = [Pct, P et]T is the joint corn and ethanol spot price vector at time
t, ∆Pt = Pt − Pt−1, Bi and Ci are model parameters, and t is a white noise
process with mean zero and variance σ2. It can be observed that after collecting
the terms, VECM can be converted to a corresponding vector autoregressive
model of order q+1 (VAR(q+1)), from which the model parameters can be easily
estimated via standard routine.
4.3.3 A simple pricing formula for ethanol swap contracts
A commodity swap contract is an agreement between two parties to exchange
a series of cash payments generated by the underlying assets over a specified
period for the purpose of securing the selling price of the underlying asset [27].
No physical commodity is transferred between the two parties. Specifically in
energy swap contracts, the energy producer is willing to pay a floating leg to
the counter-party in exchange for a fixed leg so, in effect, the underlying energy
product is sold at a fixed price (see Figure 4.2). While the floating leg is mainly
based on the spot price of the commodity, the fixed leg is determined in the
contract. Similarly, as a consumer of the corn, the biorefinery producer will pay
the fixed leg in return for a floating leg to lock in the purchasing price.
As stated in Section 4.2, five swap contracts are considered for both corn and
ethanol, each of which has weekly payments within its active period. The ini-
tiation and maturity sequence of the five swap contracts is illustrated in Figure
4.3. Under the no-arbitrage pricing scheme, the fixed leg of an ethanol swap
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BiorefineryCorn seller Ethanol buyer
Ethanol buyer pays 
the fixed leg of the 
ethanol swap
Biorefinery pays 
the fixed leg of the 
corn swap
Corn seller pays the 
floating leg of X $ per 
bushel based on weekly 
corn spot price
Biorefinery pays the 
floating leg of Y $ per 
gallon based on weekly 
ethanol spot price
Figure 4.2: Bioethanol hedging using swap contracts
May Jan Mar Jul Sep Dec 
Swap 1 initiates 
Swap 1 matures,  
Swap 2 initiates 
Swap 2 matures,  
Swap 3 initiates 
Swap 3 matures,  
Swap 4 initiates 
Swap 4 matures,  
Swap 5 initiates 
Swap 5 matures 
(Week 1) (Week 12) (Week 21) (Week 30) (Week 39) (Week 53) 
Figure 4.3: The sequence of the five swap contracts used in the model
contract, Ceq is priced by the following formula (Equation 4.16, [19]):
TN∑
t=T1
Ceq
(1 + rt)t
=
TN∑
t=T1
Pet
(1 + rt)t
(4.16)
where Pet is the time-varying ethanol spot price forecast at time t, rt is the risk-
free rate at time t, T1 and TN are the initial date and the maturity date of the
swap contracts respectively. The fixed legs of the corn swap contract can be
similarly priced.
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4.3.4 A backtesting model to compare the realized profit and
the negotiated profit
The backtesting model aims at implementing the strategy formulated in the op-
timization program with the real corn and ethanol spot price data. The resulting
realized profit is then compared with the negotiated profit.
Therefore, the realized profit Pr is firstly calculated using Equation 4.17:
Pr =
5∑
q=1
CeqHeq +
T∑
t=1
Pet(prodt −Heq)−
5∑
q=1
CcqHcq
−
T∑
t=1
Pct(fst −Hcq)− Cf2
T∑
t=1
prodt (4.17)
where Pet and Pct are the historical weekly spot price for corn and ethanol, Ceq
and Ccq are the calculated fixed legs of the q-th ethanol/corn swap contracts,
and Heq, prodt, Hcq, and fst are the optimal production and hedging variables
obtained from the optimization program.
Similarly, the negotiated profit Pr can be calculated using Equation 4.18:
Pci,j =
1
T · S
T∑
i=1
S∑
j=1
Pci,j
Pei,j =
1
T · S
T∑
i=1
S∑
j=1
Pei,j
Pr =
T∑
t=1
Pei,jPcap−
T∑
t=1
Pci,j
Pcap
Cf1
− Cf2
T∑
t=1
Pcap (4.18)
Since both the selling and purchasing prices are negotiated in advance, the pro-
ducer’s optimal strategy would be to produce at full capacity throughout the en-
tire planning horizon. Therefore, the weekly facility production capacity, Pcap,
is used and the corresponding supply of corn is calculated using the conversion
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ratio Cf1. Finally, as the negotiated price information is generally proprietary,
the spot price scenario mean, Pci,j and Pei,j , are used as reasonable proxy.
Once the realized profit Pr and the negotiated profit Pr are obtained from
Equation 4.17 and 4.18, the comparative advantage of the optimization model
over the current practice can then be verified.
4.4 Results
In this section, the results related to the vector error correction model are dis-
cussed first. The second stage spot price processes are then represented with a
sample of 1000 price trajectories from the VECM.
The stochastic program determines a portfolio of long-term strategies to
maximize the total expected profit and has 108,180 variables and 108,170 con-
straints. For comparison purposes, the decisions and the profit distributions for
both the risk neutral and risk averse case are first presented. As the operators are
largely risk averse, the decisions for the risk averse case are then implemented
to the target biorefinery with the real spot price datasets. Finally, the realized
profit is compared with the negotiated profit. All the optimization models are
solved with CPLEX 12.5.0.1.
4.4.1 Results for vector error correction model
All historical spot price data was obtained from [5]. The vector error correction
model (VECM) assumes there exists cointegration between the two time series.
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Therefore, it is important to first examine the validity of this assumption. The
Engle-Granger Test tests the null hypothesis that there are no integrating rela-
tionships between the two series. Since a unique VECM is developed for each
year from 2009 to 2015, the Engle-Granger Test is applied to each training series
over these seven years. The test p value is shown in Table 4.2. All the p val-
ues are much smaller than 0.05, suggesting the null hypothesis can be rejected.
Therefore, there is cointegration between the two series across the seven years.
Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
p value 0.0345 0.0088 0.001 0.0275 0.0058 0.0031 0.0064
Table 4.2: p value for the Engle-Granger test from 2009 to 2015
Since, the parameters of VECM are estimated from the corresponding vector
autoregressive model (VAR), a series of candidate VAR models ranging from
order 1 to order 6 have been selected. Orders higher than 6 suffers from the
potential of overfitting, thus are not considered. The order that has the lowest
AIC value is chosen. Table 4.3 shows the order of the VECM.
Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
model order 0 0 0 2 2 1 1
Table 4.3: Model order from 2009 to 2015
To visualize the parameters and validate the accuracy of the model forecast,
the models with the end year 2009 and the end year 2015 are selected as demon-
stration. Table 4.4 illustrates the parameters and Figure 4.4 demonstrates the
one year ahead forecast uncertainty range benchmarked on the real spot price.
The spot price forecast is obtained from averaging over one-year ahead
Monte Carlo simulations. And the upper and lower uncertainty range are rep-
resented by the 95 and 5 percentile of the simulation. For almost all the weeks
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End Year C B1
2009
[−0.3089 0.0625
−0.2166 −0.0632
]
N.A.
2015
[−0.1206 0.0218
−0.1150 −0.0040
] [
0.0867 0.0572
0.0263 0.0597
]
Table 4.4: Model parameters of Year 2009 and Year 2015
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Figure 4.4: Monte Carlo forecast benchmarked on the real spot price, the
forecast year is 2010 and 2016.
in 2010 and 2016, the real spot prices of both ethanol and corn falls within the
uncertainty range.
In the following sections, the simulations are used as scenarios which are
input to the optimization program.
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4.4.2 Production schedule and hedging decisions for risk neu-
tral and risk averse producer
In this section, the results of the stochastic optimization model are presented.
The decisions for both the risk neutral and the risk averse operators are com-
pared. Since the model is run for each year from 2010 to 2016 with the similar
conclusion, the results for 2016 are presented here as a demonstration. For this
purpose, the key parameter values for the case-study of 2016 are listed in Table
4.5.
The optimization model is solved using the price simulations and fixed legs
determined in the previous sections. The risk neutral decisions are obtained by
relaxing the risk management constraints (Equation 4.12-4.14), whereas the risk
averse decisions are derived by adding the risk management constraints and
setting K as 4.02 × 106 (Table 4.5). The decision variables in the first-stage are
weekly corn supply, ethanol production and weekly hedging levels for each pe-
riod. Figure 4.5 shows the profit distribution and the first-stage decisions for
both the risk neutral and the risk averse producers. As the operator becomes
risk averse, the ethanol production and corn supply is reduced. Specifically, the
schedule to operate at full capacity is delayed to Week 6 instead of Week 5 for
a risk averse producer. The other apparent difference lies in the hedging deci-
sions. While the hedging level for a risk averse operator is always higher than
that of a risk neutral operator, it is optimal for a risk averse operator to enter into
full hedging after Week 13. In contrast, a risk neutral operator only chooses full
hedging sporadically. Therefore, it can be concluded that the profit certainty for
a biorefinery comes from two sources, first the decrease of the production level
and second, the increase in using swap contracts.
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Table 4.5: Case-Study Parameters for two-stage stochastic program
Parameter Value
Scenario probability (pij) 0.0011
Conversion factor for corn swap (Qc) 127 ton/share
Conversion factor for ethanol swap (Qe) 125 ton/share
Production capacity (Pcap) 9.9 ton/hour
Coefficients for ethanol production level (Cf1) 0.33
Operating cost coefficient (Cf2) 0.5 $/ton
1st fixed leg of corn (Cc1) 4.36 $/bushel
2nd quarter fixed leg of corn (Cc2) 4.84 $/bushel
3rd quarter fixed leg of corn (Cc3) 5.06 $/bushel
4th quarter fixed leg of corn(Cc4) 5.16 $/bushel
5th quarter fixed leg of corn(Cc5) 5.23 $/bushel
1st fixed leg of ethanol (Ce1) 1.59 $/gallon
2nd quarter fixed leg of ethanol (Ce2) 1.90 $/gallon
3rd quarter fixed leg of ethanol (Ce3) 1.99 $/gallon
4th quarter fixed leg of ethanol(Ce4) 2.03 $/gallon
5th quarter fixed leg of ethanol(Ce5) 2.05 $/gallon
User-defined risk preference level (K) 4.02×106$
Percentile of the profit distribution (α) 0.05
1 Since every scenario is generated with equal weights, the prob-
ability for each scenario is 1N , where N is 1000 here.
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Figure 4.5: Profit distribution and operation strategies for risk neutral
and risk averse operators, Qc/e represents the quantities of
corn/ethanol per week
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Example E[profit]/million $ normalized std
risk neutral 4.13 0.558
risk averse 4.12 0.234
Table 4.6: Expected profit and normalized standard deviation for risk neutral and risk
averse operators
The differences in the operation decisions also lead to the variation in profit
distributions. Specifically, the risk averse decisions, featured in less production
and more hedging, result in higher profit certainty but lower expected profit
level as shown in Table 4.6. This is also cross-validated by a more concentrated
profit distribution shown in Figure 4.5. Hence, it is safe to conclude that the
effective risk management can be achieved by using swap contracts and adjust-
ing production levels. In the next section, a comparison of this approach to the
current industry practice is delineated, and only the risk averse operator is con-
sidered due to the fact that the biorefinery operators in general are risk averse.
4.4.3 Backtesting results
In this section, the risk averse operation decisions obtained for each year from
2010 to 2016 are implemented in the modeled plant with the real spot price data.
The realized profit is calculated and subsequently compared with the negotiated
profit. The top plot in Figure 4.6 presents the profit comparisons of hedging
with swap contract (realized profit) and using current practice (fixed rate). The
realized profit obtained from implementing the optimal operation decisions is
higher than that of adopting current practice across all the years. The reason for
the profit improvement is shown in the middle and bottom plot of Figure 4.6.
To fully explain the profit improvement, “margin” is defined first in Equation
4.19, which is the price difference between the ethanol produced from one ton
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of corn.
margin = Pe × Cf1 − Pc (4.19)
In the years when the margins are relatively high, for example 2010, 2011,
and 2014, the optimal decisions allow part of the product sold on the spot mar-
ket or sold by a series of swap contracts rather than solely on a long-term fixed
rate price. The potential decision flexibility gives rise to the additional profit.
On the contrary, during the years when the margin is low (2012, 2013 and 2016),
the optimal decisions determine the production only on favorable weeks. Fur-
thermore, full hedging is entered over most of the weeks to provide another
layer of profit protection. To conclude, with the optimization model, risk averse
producers are better informed of the correct production timing and level rather
than blindly producing at full capacity regardless of the market conditions. Ad-
ditionally, the use of swap contract protects the operators from directly facing
the price fluctuations in the spot market.
It is also worth noting that since the biorefinery operators generally prefer
simple and feasible operation decisions, the production and hedging strategies
formulated in the optimization model turn out to satisfy their preference. With
the help of the optimization model, the operator would be able to schedule the
demand for corn and production of ethanol in the beginning of the planning
horizon, and then enter into full hedging with swap contracts on both supply
and demand side.
Finally, as the fixed rate price of the current practice is approximated via
using one-year ahead forecast, it is necessary to implement a sensitivity analysis
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Figure 4.6: Top figure: profit comparison, middle figure: production and
product hedging decisions for risk averse operator, bottom fig-
ure: profit margin
with respect to these fixed rate prices. For both the corn and ethanol fixed rate
prices from 2010 to 2016, the prices are raised above 5% and below 5%, which
is the typical annual volatility of commodity prices. And the profit difference is
defined as the difference between the realized profit and the negotiated profit.
It can be observed from Figure 4.7 that while the negotiated profit is slightly
higher than the realized profit if the ethanol/corn fixed rate is raised/decreased
by 5% in the high margin years, the negotiated profit is still much less than
the realized profit in the low margin years. Undoubtedly, the negotiated profit
is always a lot less than the realized profit if the ethanol/corn fixed rate is
dropped/increased by 5%. Although it is hardly possible to find a set of oper-
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Figure 4.7: Impact of changing the fixed rate prices on the profit difference,
where the profit difference is defined as realized profit, Pr, less
the negotiated profit, Pr
ation decisions that perform consistently better within a wide sensitivity range
and under all the market conditions, the operation decisions that constantly
protect the operators from adverse market conditions within a wide sensitivity
range would still be preferable for risk averse operators.
4.5 Conclusion
This study has presented a framework to determine the optimal corn supply,
ethanol production, and hedging decisions for a corn biorefinery. A two-stage
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stochastic program has been formulated in light of the decision sequence, while
the underlying correlated spot prices are characterized by a vector error cor-
rection model. The optimal operation decisions for both risk neutral and risk
averse operators are compared first. And it has been demonstrated that with
the increase of risk aversion level, the operator chooses to decrease the ethanol
production level and increase the use of both corn and ethanol swap contracts.
In this way, a more concentrated profit distribution is obtained although lower
expected profit is achieved.
Given the biorefinery operators are generally risk averse, the decisions for
the risk averse operators are back tested in the backtesting model with real spot
price data from 2010 to 2016. The realized profit is compared with the negotiated
profit acquired from the current industry practice, that is, negotiating long-term
fixed rate prices for both corn and ethanol. The comparison shows the superior-
ity of the realized profit throughout the entire testing horizon. And it is further
illustrated that this improvement is due to the decision flexibility and informed
control of production timing and level.
Finally, a sensitivity analysis regarding to the negotiated fixed rate prices
has been implemented. The result shows the operation decisions derived from
the optimization framework are better suited for the risk averse operators due
to their ability to protect the operators within a wide sensitivity range in low
margin years.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
Three projects are presented in this work, each of which considers different op-
timal production and hedging strategies to maximize the process profit of a
biorefinery, under three different situations or configurations. The first study
presents a two-phase stochastic programming model to determine the short-
term production schedule and forward hedging portfolio for a biochemical
lignocellulosic biorefinery. The carbon tax constraints are considered to meet
the increasing stringent environmental regulations. In the second study, the
model framework resolves to find the long-term production and hedging strat-
egy for the same biochemical lignocellulosic biorefinery. The model framework
includes a two-factor time series model and a two-stage stochastic program-
ming model. The time series model takes into account the long-term dynamics
of ethanol spot prices, whereas the optimization model determines the weekly
production level and quarterly swap contract hedging level. Furthermore, the
relationship between production, spot price, carbon tax, and storage capacity
has been fully explored. Sensitivity analysis of spot price dynamics and stor-
age capacity are also investigated. In the third study, a similar framework is
developed to determine the long-term production and hedging strategy for a
first generation corn biorefinery. Different from the second generation lignocel-
lulosic biorefinery, the price uncertainty of a first generation biorefinery comes
from both the feedstock and the product. Therefore, the model is consists of a
vector time series model and a two-stage stochastic programming model. While
the time series model characterizes the long term dynamics for both the corn
and ethanol spot prices, the two-stage stochastic programming model gener-
ates the optimal weekly production level and swap contracts portfolios for both
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corn and ethanol. More importantly, the optimal decisions are backtested using
the historical spot price from 2010 to 2016. The calculated realized profit is sub-
sequently compared with the negotiated profit to demonstrate the advantage of
the model framework.
The key findings from these studies are:
1. The tradeoff between the price certainty and expected profit level has been
observed unanimously throughout the three studies. Since the biorefinery
operators are generally risk averse, the optimal strategy is to enter into
forward/swap contracts to lock in the purchasing/selling prices and pro-
duce less during the periods with low ethanol spot prices.
2. In short-term decision making, the use of forward contract becomes a
dominant factor to determine the production patterns. It is optimal to pro-
duce more whenever the forward contract price is high. However, long-
term production pattern is influenced by several different factors, namely,
ethanol expected spot price, carbon tax, and storage capacity. Specifically,
a low expected ethanol spot price and carbon tax rate, as well as the ability
to store increase the production level.
3. The model framework developed for long-term risk management is able
to generate customized production and hedging strategies for operators
of different risk preferences. The most risk averse producers would fully
hedge their feedstock/product and produce at “safe” periods when the
expected ethanol spot prices are high.
4. The storage capability serves as a buffer to the process. A higher storage
capacity reduces the operators’ reliance on financial derivatives, and in-
creases the process profit. This represents a tradeoff between “hedge for
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now” and “store for later sale”.
5. There exists a threshold price for the expected ethanol spot price such that
whenever the price drops below the threshold price, the production level
decreases.
6. The optimization model framework is shown to outperform the current
industry practice in terms of realized profit in each year from 2010 to 2016.
This improvement is due to a combination of using financial derivatives,
correct production timing, and optimal production level.
Overall, this thesis presents a systematic methodology to assist the biorefinery
operators to maximize the process profit and manage the price risk both in the
short-term and long-term. Feasible and customized production and hedging
decisions can be obtained by using the model framework developed in this the-
sis. To take the further environmental regulation into account, carbon tax con-
straints are formulated into the model. It is the author’s hope that the results
obtained from this thesis can first alert the industry practitioners that flexible
production schedule and use of financial derivatives, albeit bringing a small de-
gree of uncertainty, increase the possibility of gaining extra profit. Second, it is
promising for the industry practitioners to achieve higher financial sustainabil-
ity by adopting the decisions determined from the model.
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